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DEDICATION

I cl icate this Inaugural Lecture to the memories of a~1th~~e
1111\ have departed to the life beyond untime.'y due to our~n~~lh?
ICI ct geo-spatially and develop o~r neutral stu s In 0

le urces that could have changed their status.
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ALUTATION
"ll VI -Chancellor, Sir
III I puty Vice-Chancellor (Academics and Research)
1111 I puty Vice-Chancellor (Management Services)
1111 I puty Vice-Chancellor (Development Services)
III I gistrar
III Bursar
III University Librarian
III I rovost, College of Medicine

11 11 of Faculties
f II1b rs of the University Senate
y L rds Spiritual and Temporal

II cl of Departments
I) t nguished Academic and Professional Colleagues
I) t nguished Non-Teaching Staff Colleagues
I) • r Students, Past and Present
( nU men of the Press
I)f r Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen

.0 PREAMBLE
1 The Journey

me five decades ago: A man, Jimoh Alamu, son of Soneye-
VII uff, son of Ogunjobi, Ogunjobi Town; and a lady, Sarat Abeni,
c/ ughter of Adeosun of Morekete Town, all in Odeda Division of
III Egba Nation, Nigeria conceived. When the fruit of the nine
1/1 nths pregnancy came, their only boy, he was named Alabi

bl/i Okanlawon, having abbreviated Sebili from Fisebililah, an
I\r bic word meaning 'For The Sake of God'. And they sent him to

t Peters Anglican School Abakuyamo for his Primary School
I ving Certificate. His uncle Ahmed Lamidi - Uncle Lam-Lam -
f onrolled him at St Bernadette's Private Schoollbara Abeokuta.
11 ving passed the entrance examinations to six other top class

condary schools, this visionary uncle decided for him Abeokuta
rammar School. Thereafter, he was at the School of Basic
tudies Ogun State College of Education (now Tai Solarin

UnIversity of Education) for his Higher School Certificate/ General
Certificate of Examinations Advanced Level and was
ubsequently admitted into that citadel of learning, the University

of Lagos, the University of First choice and the Nation's pride,
where he had his three academic degrees. Thereafter, he was

mployed as an Academic Staff, and rose steadily to the post of a
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Professor. That boy is the one before you presenting h
Inaugural Lecture.

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, above is a sketch 'of my life sinc \11
last half a century of sojourn on this planet. The story will h
incomplete however if I do not inform the audience of 111
qualifications from the University of Lagos. I have my thr
academic degrees in Geography from three different Facultl
where the Department had been domiciled though 101
administrative reasons rather than any other factor. While lilY
Bachelors of Arts (B.A. Hons.) Geography was in the Faculty 01
Arts, Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, my Masters of Science (M.Se )
Geography and Planning was in the Faculty of Environment 11
Sciences and my Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Geography
was in the Faculty of Social Sciences. That my Min I
Department at the Bachelors was Mathematics further qualif cl
me as a product of the Faculty of Science. Rather than being ,
burden nonetheless, this Israelite journey of mine has been th
pillar of my achievement, my exposure and my pride.

2.2 What about an Inaugural Lecture?
Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir. An Inaugural Lecture is known for tw
events traditionally. It is an occasion for a newly-appointed
Professor like me to mark his career achievement by presentin
his contributions to knowledge and development in his chosen
field locally and internationally. It also affords the Professor an
opportunity to present his vision for his discipline and faculty for
improving their benefits to mankind. It is in this wise that this
lecture of mine provides an opportunity for me to inform my
audience, colleagues, the campus community and the general
public of my work to date, including my current research and
future plans. More significantly to me is that I reflected on the
lecture as a payment of some form of debt that I owe my mentors
and colleagues in the academic and professional domains.
Though the Lecture is very personal and more self-indulgent
with more of my own experiences and my references, parts of
the presentation are drawn from the works I did with my mentors
in the specialty thematic areas and whom I have gratefully
acknowledged in the lecture.
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I Lecture at this hour
I Y I 'y Inau~ur~ . u urallecture today a privilege,

I I utv my dellvenng an ma g ns Firstly it is the second
I I ( yrnbolic for numerous rea~o at the F~culty of Social
III '"Y pa~m~nt of ~~Og;:~o~t two months. Secondly, it

I I I\I nd wlthin a peno 0 h at the University of
I 1\ 100hin the Depa.rtm~nt ~ft~ee~~~~Pd~uble digit Inaugural

I" , which makes It ~t ~~the University and equally a~irms
I 11111 from a departme feld in the University. Thiroly,
I, III n nce of Geography as ~ I ISciences in the last one year,

11 Ih 4th by my FacultYI~f St~~~ard in the University recently.
11" I r st by any Facu y s Leadership of my Dean,
I lid to my Fac~lty under the her Fourthly it is the first
I I' or Iyiola ~m, also a G~~;~~spatial Tech~iques in this
I1 I delivered m the area ~ Mr Vice Chancellor Sir, I am
1111 v rsity. And from. ~y e~h~n a year after I received my letter
I I v ring the lecture mess f academic career. Most

III promotion to the peak. 0 my lust a few days after the
)nificantly, Sir, the lecture I.S ~o~~~ ~e a unique opportunity

holy Month of R~mad~~, ~~~~ a~ording me opportunity to p~s~
10 thank the Almighty a. h I fer to qualify 'my Hadith'.
lilY own 'Message', whic pre

Isebililah.

2.4 The Title of mY,Lecture . I Techniques: The Bridge to
he title of my Lec~ur~ <?e?-spa~~searches and Development'

Contempora~ MUltl-~I~CIPII~:~ on the inter-disciplinary nature
Is chosen deliberate Y ? re . ues for analyzing resources
of the field of geograPhlcalbte~hn~ It reflects on my uniquely
and development a~ross o~ tr ~ate and collaborate with
privileged opportumty ~ I~r~; in the pursuit of my degrees
colleagues across many Ua?u I ·ty and for multi-disciplinary
in Geography at the . m.versl for my independent and
deployment and applicatIons rs across fields, universities
collaborative research ende~vou on the key aspects of the

t· ts My emphaSIS are . h land con men. . hni es of Geography whic ISan
scientifi?-based analytlca~~~~I n;~~ormation System, Remote
integration of Geohgrapd Geo-statistical methods.
Sensing, Cartograp yan

3



2.5 Summary of the Lecture
The lecture begins with an e .
peography as a subject a ~os.e ,?n the fundamental fi Id tI'
spatial and temporal ~r 'S?'P me an~ a profession will,
disciplinary and mU/ti-~p ~pe~trves. To Illustrate its tr 111
explored the Geographers~~: .,on opport~nities aptitud , I
~he areas of research and deve{~r perspectl.ves and pursuit III
In 4Ms - Measure Map M it pm ent, which are summan I'
the concept of 'Geo-~paf;~: o;e~~~i Model. I also reflected III
Geography, and its significance for a ques,. my own typ ",
'what', 'where', 'when' and 'h nswerrn~ the question "I
development and growth ov ti ow mucn of resour

er ime and space.

The second part of the lecture' .
to the field of Geo-Spatial Tec~s.a chronicle of my contribution
within the Geography do . nlques as exploits of knowled I

main. On these I fresearch and profesSional end . ' . ocused on my
development and eva/uatio e~~ours whIch Include (i) Syst III
Research collaborations ~iV~") ;r~a~ of applications (I )
development· and (' raining and manpow I
re?Ommendations b~rde~)on ~ curre~t endea~ours. My
orrentation in making sustainabl ~ecesslty for spa.t'?-tempor 1I
Geo-Spatial Techniques can e evelopment deCISIons whl 1I
our educational programmesv~~~e~, t~e s~a~us.ofGeography hI
of Lagos. The last section is on I s o~lcl/e In the Univer ity
God has inspired to my gratitude to all those tha!
educational inquest an~e:c~:v!~~~i.h to this pinnacle of my

~.~ R~~O~RCES, DEVELOPMENT AND SPACE
. e. oncept of a Resource

A resource ISa particular featur .
has a particular function or eo e.~r attrrbute of a substance th t
present form. Perceptions of nSI ered ~aluab/e to a user in it
fr?m one diScipline to the ~~:~ constltut~s a re~ource differ
Zlmmerman (1951:3-15) which . :h~ phllo~ophlcal view by
Geographers is that 'reso cOincIdes WIth that of oth r
implies that everythin on ~~es are ~ot, they become'. Thl
man is able to percei~e its p rth remains a 'neutral stuff' until
and devise the means to r~f.enc~, recognize its usefulnes

u I ize It. These explain that no
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Ilptlfl nt of the earth including the lands, mineral deposits,
I I uid vegetation is a resource until it has utility values. It is
11, I perspectives that resources should not be seen as

, I Iy t ngible but subjective, relative and functional objects.
11, Y If not static but expand and contract over space and time
I r ponse to cultures, beliefs and anthropogenic forces.
Ill" 11(1991:1) concluded on what makes a resource to be a
1111t on of either (i) what man needs, (ii) what he can find a use
r III (ili) what his technological know-how can support in the

r It I of conversion from neutral stuff to useful materials.

ources may be classified based on distinctive criteria such
( ) origin - biotic or abiotic (ii) stage of development - actual

1I p lential, (iii) distribution - ubiquitous or localized (iv)
r III w bility - renewable, non-renewable or flow and (v)

PI' irance - tangible or intangible.

Resource Appraisal
I ource appraisal is concerned with determining the supply

lid demand of a resource. This involves identifying the location,
1/1Irlbution, and areal extent of resources, inventorying them

11 I stimating their capabilities to meet up with demands. In a
Itlo idest perspective, analysis of natural resources means the
11I ng of the available opportunities and use to man. The
IIV ntory can be further broken into different parts including:

I entification - "where" and "when";
Classification - "what" and "how";

numeration and Mensuration -"quantity" and "distance";
Presentation and visualization - "state" or "form".

ubstantial differences abound in the details of examination,
d pondinq upon the analyst's interpretations of what constitutes .

resource and as such different classification and
(, It gorization may be employed in identifying resources.
I p nding on the classification scheme for resource appraisal,

key step is to inventorize by gathering and analyzing
I formation on its attributes scientifically. That the values of a
r ource is determined by the amount of the useful material
IV liable there-in, and that the demand for them compared with

5



others, account for why a state is adjudged by its wealth, p
influence and status in the world economic system.

Resource Analysis is the ability to investigate the attribute
any section of the environment and thereby determin 11,
characteristics that make it a resource. It is required for m Ikl ,
decision on the actual transformation of 'neutral stuff' 111
resources. A common problem of most developing areas i tI,
erroneous impression of resource inexhaustibility. This I 11,
consequence of the non-availability of the basic spatial dat 1111
resource information on which a more adequate judgment ouh I
be made. In Nigeria, the evidence could be traced to th ,. I
that the data are either not collected or not adequately analy II
stored or accessed.

3.3 Resources and Geography Link
Traditionally, geographical studies are structured accordinq ',1
administrative and regional boundaries such as communil
local government areas, states, nations and even regions. III
indices generated from such characterization are not only ov I
generalized, the statistical indexes provided are usually sk WI d
towards the advantaged few largely. For example, the rich I
1% of most regions are richer than the poorest 60%, and y I
such regions are said to be rich. They provide figures for wr )" ,
judgments on development and cannot accelerate III
improvement of mankind.

The peculiar challenges to traditional techniques in geogr I IIV
also include data explosion whereby too many records ",
generated, from diverse sources at different scales 'lilt!
resolution, and in different formats. But accuracy problems u
usually difficult to detect. Also, costs, roles and responsibilltl
have always been sources of data ownership, data coPyrllll1
and data sharing dilemma. Furthermore, they pose concern 01
legal and ethical issues both in collection and use. The probl I1I
of data ownership and roles are easily resolved in that III
electronic platform on which the techniques are based supp rl
'mask', 'dongles' and/or passwords. The platform also facilit t
standardization of techniques and enhance storage, portablllty,

6

I s and sharing. A lot of restrictions are traceable t~
I V (, nd records have gone beyon

1111111' I geographers a d t is available and accessible
11 III Nonetheless, every. a a

d I n premeditated conditions.

rated discipline, geography ~onsolidates kn~~~e~~:
rf f the Earth and Its resources

1111 III su ace. ~ it . for diagnosing the internal
I I I the traditional en enaI I .

I1 ,,,,,my of scientific disciplines.

sources Analysis and Geography .
1111111 lh spatial perspective, resource analysiS compnse of four

ding to Mitchell (1991 :2): .
1Vt~ldi :c~O~atural resources th~m~~~~s~::~~i~;~:~~~~~;

md measurement of the ~upp Y ~ .
11as their geographical attnbutes, I d

w ti (spatial tempora, an
I, tudles of alternative all?ca Ions 'facilities and

hill lional) of resources In terms of users,

\(,bvities; . (bi h sical technological, economic,
.tudies of vanab~es. tl?P ~ leg'al etc) which condition

I I, political, InStltu Iona, '.'
ource allocation or developments, and .

d, I ludies of the impact of specific resource allocation.

III questions Geography answers include, but not limited to the

hili wing: ?
Where are the resources.
HoW much is there?
What is their condition?
How available are they?
What are the demands for them? s affect
HoW will changing prices, technologies and value

future demand? . fl ce future
HoW will different resource uses interact to In uen

supply? tl it ?
What opportunities exist to improve produc IVIy.

An wers to these questions are provided using empirical data
which Geography provides.

7



4.0 G~C?~RAPHY AS A DISCIPLINE
4.1 DefInitIon and Evolution
Geography is a systematic stud f
studies the pattern and I . Y 0 the Ea~h an? its feauu I
behaviour in the context foglCS of .spatlal orrentation U I

primary goal is to esta~iS~a.n-envlr?~ment interaction I!
arrangement, access and uti .'ne~ualrt,es and inequitl III

solutions for balances Geo r~'lrzat!on ~n~ thereafter PIll" /
traced to creation which g k ph~ IS a distinct body of thou /Ill
study. It has attr~cted sc~~ ~s It one. of the oldest field ,,1
specific evolution explainable ~r \ attentlo.n over time with '"
and methodologies. rn I s paradigm shifts in thou II11

~Iassical geography was domin . . .
Views of the Greeks on th 'dda,ted by sprrrtual Influence 1/III

I . e rr es of the earth't hpace rn the universe' chartl , IS S ape 11111
known world and gatherin ~g and mapping of areas of III
world. Geographers of this g n?w:edge about the uninhablt d
- 565 B.C.) Herodotus 4 era me uded Thales of Miletus ( ,
Erastosthen~s of Cyrene \28i6~~~5B~), Aristotle (384-322B ),
25AD.). The renaissance mediev C) and Strabo (54B.C. /11

strong hegemony and intellect I al era was dominated by tll
which commanded practical ~~da~umen?f the Roman Emp/r
move and explore the lands lith I he?retlcal opportunities tll
Mediterranean in Europe ASi~ra reglon.s of some parts of th
quests for expansion, trade and ~~d Afrrca a~ t~ey went 11
voyages by geographers like M nquests. Frndl.ngs through
Bartholomew Dias and Vas d ~rco Polo, Prrnce Henry,
and India were documented ~~ ~ ama around China, Afric 1
20AD), Claudius Ptolemaeu~ ers such as Strabo (64B.C.
Christopher Columbus (1451 150f)5(~.D.. to 153AD) and

- avias, 1967).
Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir R ,. . .
geography and its Phi/OS'OPheyl~~~~~g~'tht~hndbelief pioneered
human existence. For exam I ou e. known periods of
descriptions on hydrology an~ ~s'dthe Holy Bible provides vivid
10), the atmosphere (John 3' an coverllanduse (Genesis, 1:6-
earth (Isaiah, 11:26 and IS~iah~~~~d2~~eshape and size of the

8

1IIIIy \1It1nI filled with Geography in scientific statements
I ,., u\ 1I n . For examples, the Hadith is explicit about the

III " « ur' n, 41 :53), the sun, the moon, the star and other
I 1/1' h) Ii (Qur'an, 7:054), environment and conservation

111/' 11, ) and geomorphology and landforms (Qur'an,
'/) It ripts the moon and its shape, tracks of orbital paths

lid / lit nd r months twenty-eight times (from Qur'an, 2: 189
I" II1I II1 ur'an, 91 :2) while climate and climate change were ten

11111(It m Qur'an, 7:57 through Q55:19-20), All the five pillars
11I I un (Qur'an, 2:183-187) including proclamation of faith

I1 I1Id ), worship (Salat), fasting (Seyyawm,), obligatory
I " u Iy (Zakat), migration (Pilgrimage to Mecca) are teachings

IIII t ligations of spatial dimensions.

r I1 foregoing emphasize that God recognizes Geography and
1111 Holy Books are good texts for many of its component topics

If h as weather, climate and climate change (ref.: the
umosphere, the sun, the moon, the day and the night, the ozone

IIY r, formation of rain), hydrology/water resources (ref.:
I rrnation of rivers and seas), geomorphology (ref: description
(f relief, landforms and landscape of places including the
cl erts). The human components knowledge were propelled by
I ith, worship and evangelical travels which were documented
In maps.

Religious beliefs are foundations to contemporary geography.
Modern day Geography does not stop at 'what' of resources but
further asks questions and provides answers to 'where', when,
and above all 'why'. The analysis and explanation perspectives
of areal differentiation and levels of development further seek to
classify phenomena for comparison and examine their cause-
effects systems, which explains why requisite knowledge of
theories and laws are backed up with empirical data to describe,
explain, predict and prescribe events (Fig. 1).

The inquisitive disposition of contemporary geography
differentiates it from every other disciplines and virtually makes
all the global challenges the work of geographers (Fig. 2). Since
spatial environments are very dynamic and require many

9



parameters to understand the It' . .
serves as a bridging science b twe I-relationships, Geogr 'I I1I
sciences and humanities Tni e een the core areas of n 11111 I
must develop and adopt tech~ accou~~s for why geograplH I
can support sustainable deci~~es 0 Integrated analysi lit I1
management and growth. ns on resources planlll1,

Component Branches of Geography
its wide scope, contemporary geography remains a

ubject of three branches, namely Human Geography,
I ItV (. I Geography and Geographical Techniques with their

III d 11Ids (Table 1).

and Allied Disci lines
Geo-S atial Techni ues

'.

Quantitative Technique
(Mathematics / Statistics &
Astronomy)
Cartography (Psychology/
Designs)
Geo-Information
(Computer Sciences)
Remote Sensing
(Surveying / Mapping)
Resource Analysis
(Scientific Methods)

Fig. 1: The Multi-Perspectives of Geography (Aft 0
er angermond. 20 I I)

Fig. 2: Problems of the World are Problems of Geography
(After Dangermond. 2013)

.2.1 Human geography
Iluman Geography focuses on the built environment and how
humans create, view and manage space influence. It is the
ynthetic study of the relationship between human societies and

III resources of the earth. It views the world patterns and
I r cesses as are shaped by the society from the human,
p IItical, cultural, social and economic views.

10

l h three closely linked aspects of Human Geography are (a)
III patial analysis of the human population, (b) the ecological
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I', I
1

analysis of the relation between human population "11 I
environment and (c) regional synthesis of events. HUIIII/I
Geography borrows from the behavioural sCience, culltll
sCience, geosophy (geography of wisdom) and feminism. It I
governed by the school of environmental probabilism wh ( 11
believes that, rather than nature, man himself is the domin,lIlI
partner in the man-environment relationship ther fOI
determines whatever he wants to happen in an environm( ",
depending on his technological knowhow.

4.2.2 Physical geography
Physical geography, often referred as physiography, examin
the natural environment and how organisms, climate, soil, wat I
and landforms are produced and interact. It examines the
resources and patterns in the lithosphere, hydrospher,
atmosphere, pedosphere and biosphere. Physical Geography
makes geography a natural and exact science. They are routed
in the geography school of environmental determinism which is
of the view that nature is the dominant partner in the man-
environment relationship, influences the Psychological mind-set
of man and in turn defines the level of activities anddevelopment.

Each of the key branches is wide in scope but the individuality
does not obstruct the philosophy and cordiality in the discipline
which are governed by synthesis of evidences in the spatial
realm. The interface between the physical geography school of
determinism and human geography's Possibilism gives a
vintage advantage and a 'trade balance' in scientific exchange
in its School of probabilism (Stachowiak and Bajerski, 2016),
which is the view that people have considerable discretion to
choose or alter the physical environment because it provides
opportunity for a range of Possible human responses and value
in the new order of global village.

4.2.3 Technologjcal Geography (or Geo-spatial Techniques)
Every profession has its methods and tools and techniques
through which its objectives can .be achieved. Technological
Geography, often referred to as 'Geography Techniques', 'Geo-

12

, ti I sciences' encompasses the
11 I I I 11111110 ~' or GeosPt~~~s designed to (i) accept and

I' 11.11 11 dlnlq~es an~d data inputs in different formats
I 11 h I ( r Phlcal-ba~abulations, overlay information ~nd

", 11' Illdl ue ~aps, nd maintain data and information
111111I 1111.1</ ta); (II~sto~e a tial relationships; (iii) manipulate
I 11 I wlllt If) ir es~ab"she spat tion search and retrieval; (iv)

cl I1 thr ugh timely compu :tial 'modeling that take data
lit 11111 cliff rent levels of sp ff t responses of relevant

hi and cause-e ec
11111 lit Idlions IpS . ount: and, (v) present data

It 1111 III nd sy.stemsf Into aC~UCh~s maps in digital and
11111'111, in a variety 0 ways
1/ I ""<111 forms.

. ke use of pools of technology tools
I I) patial techniques ma d t The focus has been to

I.) (;/ te, analysis an~ ~a~ag~sa~;~egating them to smallest
/. V( lutionize resour~e a a. y d also be capable of re-
po ible geographical u,nltsI ~;analytical scales possible for
Hl( regated same to any .and discourse. It is about the

11 rs' needs, access a bl ent for both the physical or
eh racter~zation and usagen~snaOfe~eograPhY individually and

cia I sciences compone . I d attributes data manageme~t
Interactively. It ~upports spatia dands Geo-spatial techniques IS

nd sharing usmq known st~~. a~iO~Sin Geography. These are
fusion of four (4) Su?-s.pecla IZ~h ds Remote Sensing and

Cartography, Quantitative me 0 ,
Geographical Information Systems.

(a) Cartography models to visualize, analyse
Cartographers develop ~arstas s Maps are believed to be as
and interpret data on eart ea ure.. tion and even older than
old as other means of iest rnenwere known to have made
written language ~s ~arlle~~h':ach other by sketching routes,
efforts in communicating WI d and later on hides and
locations and hazards on. the ghroun , even before the first

f . Is especially orses k
skins 0 arurna bl 1990) There were landmar s
alphabets (Penquet and Ma~ ~~ the 'Babylonians, Egyptians,
in the development of maps u gll as Christianity and Islam
Greeks and the Ro~ans a~ wedieval eras, when data for themovements in the ancient an me

13



I

compilation of earliest maps were
experiences and familiarity with 10 I based on per /111
voyages, pilgrimages and warfare tca ,eve~ts and later thrOll/11

or ocafions and routes.

Advent of instrumentation for t .
printing technology provided as ronoml~al observations I If I
delineations of the shape fo bette~ detans and accuracy I< 11
earth surface and the pr~dUr~ an extent of locations on III
and access to maps (Baker c~~~' ~~-;:prOductlon, circulatioll
cartography is a radicalization of th mond, 1984). Mod III
techniques of mapping as well e ~~nual .and hybrid-ba cl
design, visualization and Product~~n~?~a/-1-n~~n assembla I I

Source into maps charts ,. f pa la ata from ev IY
displays for specifi~ purpos~:e le models, globes and vid o

(b) Quantitative methods
Sometimes referred to as' .
quantitative techniques de:isatla/'t~na/YSls ?r geo-statistic ,
geographical data phenomena ~I analysIs of numeric I
are founded in mathema' uSIng.m.ethods and models th t
engineering for deductiv~csl statl~tlcs, .econometrics an j

und~rstand spatial distribution :~~ in:~~uc~lve reasonin~ t
spetist statistics currently is th t ' action. The prernrss (
pictures later' Hence m . a .maps are numbers first and
gathering insight and' un~~~~Z;n '~ a mathe~atical 'thing' for
relationships within the d .. dlng of. spanal patterns and
Geographers have also con~~~,on-maklng contexts better.
methods of quantitative te h .uted notably. to c?nventional
reasoning skills and f~ .nlques by stImulatIng spati I
geographical problems. pro rcieney for solving advanced

Geo-spatial analytical operations d
typology of data in question With th ep~nd on the nature and
analysis has been integr~ted i tea vent of computers, th
deployed on computers and n 0 software packages and
process geographical data an:~bicente~ed technologies to
alpha-numeric values on ma . In ormatlon of numeric and

ps, Images and other formats.
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I" If rid can be conceptualized as map-matics; covering
"'1111'I 1nl rpolation of estimates for unmeasured points, geo-
IV' vi u lization and GPS navigation. This quantitative
lily I (unctions of location, distance and relationships is a

11 I'll unllication of border disciplines in geography with other
1,1 leH d ta management in the science of quantitative realms
I' I lily mathematics, statistics and computer science. A key

I 11 1I In lysis modules of Geo-Spatial software packages is
I1 I I1II\rcGIS in which Python is now fully integrated to rapidly
I "1/11 accepted as a standard scientific programming

I 11 111.1J .

ddl d to many software packages are modules for fuzzy
, I II 'Y, modeling, enhanced mathematical and algebra
'11 I itions for improved and faster analytic inquests. They are
1111low-based and more user-interfaced for graphical
I unllzation and searches in databases and, are internet,

11111111t and web-enabled.

( ,I ( patialanalysis will remain a branch of Geo-spatial
I r.hnoloqy for grid-based (i) spatial analysis operations which
dll xtensions of traditional mathematics; (ii) investigative map-
III uics for such operations like basic mapping/query of discrete
,Ill I continuous surfaces for relationships, algebra, calculus,
/l1,me and solid geometry; and, (iii) spatial statistics in GIS
11,11bases under unique analytics topics such as hybrid-based
IICrmalization and classification of images, descriptive and
pr dictive statistics, graphs and overlays, neighborhoods and
11tance relations, transportation connectivity and networks

optimization, operations research and integration, unification
md location algorithm and surface modelling amongst others.
I hey are becoming more customized and user-friendly for less
If) thematics-professionals to use and benefit from.

(c) Remote sensing
mote sensing is the act of obtaining and analyzing

information about earth features or areas from the aerial data
cquired by technological devices that are not in physical

contact with the targets (Campbell, Randolph & Wynne, 2011).
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The sensors operate within di
~Iectromagnetic spectrum and th d I~erent. p~rts of 111

"Image. The common sensor a e a a are I~ signal cod 1I
microwave and thermal re photographic cameras, I I I

terrestrial such as PigeOn~enso~s. The ~Iatforms ar 111111
balloons, aircrafts spacecraft aannddmecha(nlcal such as k I, rones Fig. 3).

(b) Tall Buildings d A -";-Fig 3. Th ircra s Drones
.. e common Remote Sensing Platforms

Remote sensing as a data collection .
the challenges of traditional methods m~thod .IS necessitated hy
Geographers are comfortable ith 0 spatial data collecti f1
compared to other types of ~a remotely sen.sed data. Wh f1
synoptic recording Remot t~, they provide uncensor I
physically inacce~sible a~dsed~s~ngare capable of handlin J

repeated recording enables m I~ a~t study areas and th
time and space. oru onng of specific places ov I

The data have the added adv .
geometric fidelity, mUlti_spect~a~tageslo~consistency in detailreso ution and cheaper cost
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I .110 ideal for resource studies and as decision making
I I VI! w of their improved compatibility with other data sets

I , of interpretation of features since they are map-like.
\I III nsing systems, satellites are most useful in land

11III I Inventory because they have multiple capabilities for
It ,I .md temporal resolution (Fig. 4).

( ) Fed. PalaceHotel,La os d Universi of La os
. I motely-Sensed trnaqes of some strateqic Places, Niqeria

lily an cover very large areas than per scene, every part of
1111 JI be is covered by one orbiting satellite or the other at a
1'111111 111 time and different data from different sensors for the

IIIf r gion can be accessed for separate studies. This era of
I11 III lltitude orbiting satellites for images of the earth
I I 11 I un nced post-1960 with the launch of Earth Resources
I (hnology Satellite (ERTS-1, later renamed Landsat) by the

I1 ,/\

II1 Ir ce for designs of different categories of satellite-based
11 rs for varied objectives and applications has been hyper-

I om trically to the extent that the United Nations has opted for

17



the regulation of space missions for the safety and security ('/ 1I
(Abiodun, 1999). Modern-day remote senSing is support I /1
radical evolution of industrial-grade technology of drone Wllllll
provide more efficient and real time data on sites and sc n /, 1
multi-disciplinary studies.

(d) Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
GIS is any digital data that contains location-based inform 1111 ,
in either geographical format of latitudes and longitw I
projective planes or other coordinates and geometry. It I Ill, I
in the 1980s, making it the most recent achievement in I ,.

spatial technology through which map themes can be compl! ,I
revised, managed and presented. The major activities in "
environment are summarized by Jeffrey and Estes (1990: l' ) ItI
4Ms - Measure, Map, Monitor and MOdel.

As GIS captures and stores individual thematic data in diff 11 III
layers of coverages digitally, the tool box uses compur I
facilities to organize, analyse, and predict the complex sp.: I
and attribute characteristics and overlay them for visuauz 11 l/ I
and queries with a view to establishing trends and relationshIp(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Data layers in a GIS (After Rajeswari et al., 2015)
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fdata layers acrosslhe' di'ffere~t
I III over 500 types o. I a d human Geography and

11 IIIr r: mponents of physica teristic att'ributes that are tied
,It I III ciplines. Each has ~har~c vector or raster data format.

, 11 11.iphic-referenced pane tl.n ous changes in status of
I 1 '" L sitated by. the. co~ mu ironment for which large

11111 I nd dynamics In t e etndvbut which the traditionalbeing genera e
Itllll of data are h limited and opportunities.I I lie. 11procedures ave I

. .. d he advantages of GIS as follows:
IIIIII/qlt (1991) Ident~fle t . different themes, scales and

I1 1(. epts data Inputs In I y information, tabulations and/I H1I1'ltS such as maps, over a

It""CJ s; ... formation with the necessary
11 teres an? ma.lntal~s In'ther points lines, areas orllelli I relationships In el ,

IItlc c~s; through search, retrieval, query11III nipulates databases

HId computati?n timely; I of modelling that take data
11p rforms dl.fferent leve s _ ffect factors into account;
Ir It rrelationships and cause e

.111 " . . ts in different ways such as
11presents InfO~mt~t~~c~I~~~~ematicalvalues, maps, video
:;;1 ~1:y~,h:I~~~~Oanl~ndcross-sectional models.

uctured as dataware, hardware,
III components of GIS ~em~~hodware (Fig. 6). They simplify
IIltw.tr , peopleware an t d' g of relationships between

11" .ysternatlc unders an In b' ctive analysis of their
I 11 uori s of resourc~s,1I' 0 J~heir complex interactions
I 1111 .ict ristics and .mo e Ing

/I Itldlly and temporarily.
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Fig. 6: The Components of GIS (After Rajeswari et ai, 201' )

Though continuously evolving, the professionals (Ill
manoeuver through several GIS packages. This makes th III
very fluent in programming and scripting languages such I

Oracle and Sal that can handle large data sets. Indeed, 11
are the days when professionals are proficient in only 1\
application package because the number of exploratory re ult
required by eo-researchers and decision making team "t
sometimes unlimited once the location relatable aspects 11
established properly.

Within its short period of evolution, GIS has come to h
recognized by GIS practitioners as a tool of unlimited potent I I
It has strengthened every component of geography and brou IIII
others closer thereby forcing new dawn of multi-disciplin H Y
collaboration (Fig. 7), The most common areas of applicatl 1\
in research and resource development include demarcation III

administrative areas of jurisdictions, land ownership IHI
management, agriculture and food security, settlement \HI
housing, transport, utilities, tourism, recreation and hospit IIty
industry, climate and climate change, air quality and poll ut nt I

health ad healthcare services, hydrology and water resourc I
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, ' . d modern warfare, environment,
It lid policinq, secunty an. d'lsasters risks and

stem services, ''IY and ecosy and electoral matters
Itll 11 t III n assistances, census

I ud x 1),

.7: Core Areas of Geography and the Allied Fields

, cts of mapmaking, spatial
I V Chancellor ~Ir, the ~~~eamalgamated into the field
I' ,Iy ,remote, sensing .and arose from the explosion in

,11 I o-Spatlal TeChnrquer It ent for user-friendly facilities
, "IIIPIII r and softWare ?e~~ ~~: spatial data. Its advent an.d
11, " HI IlIng the complexity Iyt'cal and computing powers In

, 'proved the ana I . d t"~I111.lmnon In:' he handling of ever increaSing a,a
I 11 II Iphy had ~m~r~ved t 'Id Not only do Geo-Spatlal

1111'" I interdiscIplinary ~~ tr~'ditional areas of physical a~d
I (11111 IU s serve the ~o (·t' I element of research frontier

hy it IS a cn rea " t'tI" \I" \II 0Wap, t I decision on resources In ItS en I y,
lid lot m king fundamen a
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It is a new dawn for geography specialization and its rill III
with relevant life, environmental and social scienc . III
application is limited only by the imagination of those wh It 11

••(ESRI,1990).

Specialists are breaking grounds not only in geography ( (11
areas but also in the fields of computer science, web desi 11 11III
database administration as they apply their apriori knowl 1I I
from otherfields other than geography. The major quality 01111 II
is the accuracy of data from diverse .sources and rn cll,
metadata (i.e. data about data) extraction, data conver j011 It I
standard formats, efficiency of data and workflow manag nit III
storage and retrieval adequacy, delivery and oisserninntlou
especially via internet and intranet.

GIS and related technologies is in use widely by qovernnu III
agencies, private businesses, citizens groups, and res iIII II
institutions. It has taken the advantage of developmenl 11
lightweight mobile apps, contextual integration with desktop 11111
web applications and deployment in social media to 0 I v I
intelligent maps, info models and open data to users.

The demand for geospatial knowledge-based solutions nul
expertise will. continue to increase both in qovernrnent (lid
priv.ate businesses (Fig. 8). Mukesh (2017) projected the m rkt I
qrowth frorn about $30.71 Billion in 2016 to $73.91 Billion by
2021, at an annual growth rate of about 19.2% and with tln
Asia-Pacific market having the highest forecast. The kl Y
aspects of the markets are (a) technological development in III
areas of remote sensing, GPS and GIS, (b) spatial statistl 11
based analysis of businesses with surface analytics, netw I
analytics and geovisualization; and (c) application areas Ilk
business geographics, environment, medicine, utiliti ,
disaster/public safety, geomatics engineering nil
administration.
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I \l

\ 01 \l

. erience, domain knowledge,
elationshlP between exp 2015)
and types of GIS users (After Johnson,

A erican companies including
I II Y .Ir dominated by North N m. tion Ltd (USA), Harris
, I I In~. (USA), ~r~~~~~obea~~~ (USA), Intergraph (USA),
, III P 11 Illon (USA), Olg(USA) General Electric Co. (USA) and
I IIlh Y Systems Inc. , . t Ltd (Canada). A few others

11 I )011 Id, Oettwiler & Assoc~a ~s ds) Hexagon AB (sweden)
I1I III)P are Fugro NV. (Net er an ,
lld' MSI (India).

. ..' n and development in geography
'11 11, IrogresslVe hybndlzatl~ s ecialty could give a wrong
111\ I component area~ o'd p tity as a modern science.

f t in Its I en I . I
11 11" Ion o. upser led e of Geographers In severa
I h 11\I III less, Inc~eas~~gkn~w in~odevelopments in computers

11II1 Id and their ability to ey s a bridge between the
lid till ntitative revolution serve :~g~aPhY and to also serve

It Ill' n I physical and hu~anb; part of this success story, Mr.
IIIII I ell ciplines. I am prou 0
J ( I h ncellor Sir.
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4.3 The Nigeria Geo-spatial Technology and
Implication on Development Debacle

Permit me a recap of the evolution of the deve/opllll I I1 I

"Geography in Nigeria education and unravel its current I I, Ill'
Teaching and learning of the subject in the country st ri, If I
subject when primary education started in the 19th cenllll I1
was introduced into secondary and university education wl, 11

they commenced in 1859 and 1948 respectively. L 1/ III
Geography philosophy, objectives and content were Ih " I 1
Britain since the personnel were expatriates and the textl» l( ,I
were same as those of the Britain schools. The best aspor , I1
Nigeria in the curricular were mere site-seeing (OnokerhOI IV1994).

Indigenization of Geography as a discipline commenced ", "I
University College (later University of Ibadan) with III
employment of the foremost Nigerian Geographer, Prof." I
Mabogunje in 1958. The University thereafter produced mo I I"

the earliest Geographers in the other first genercll/c" I

Universities of Lagos, Ife, Nsukka and Zaria, from wher I1I
race to produce teachers for secondary SChools and univer lilt
as well as administrators for the civil service followl II
(Oguntoyinbo, Areola and Filani, 1978). The status and conn / I1
have been redefined with ensuing policies in education. It w., I

core subject at the primary and Secondary Schools for quill
sometime. Few decades ago however, a little of the Syllilllll
only became infused into Social Studies at the Junior Second. 1/
Schools while at the Secondary School level, it became a CO/I
subject to be taught and examined for only science student

As at the present, Geography is just an elective subject to III

chosen in place of either History or Literature in English at " I

Secondary School. This shift in status is affecting its re/evCllH I

in national discourse and resource development of the counn y
Aderogba (2016) identified the objectives of the current W", (
and NECO curricular and examinations as follows: (i) ICl

understand the concepts of different characters and the spatl "
relationship of the features on the earth surface; (ii) If I
understand the concepts of man-environment relations, that I I
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, tl f man with his physical
III 11 nd .explain t~~ ..lnter:~ '~i~eOthebasic knowledge of

lid I ultur , environment; (Ill) ~o . q, and human environments
I 1'" v nd f~nctions ~f ~nie~~~:'ationshiPs in the resulting
lid Itill! r tandinq ~f thelrd f mu late principles according to

'I I (v) to org~nlze an ~~ and apply these principles to
I '1'111 I eoqraphical con?~p oblems in the immediate and

"" 'I'' I t nd anal~ze d
SP

(a)tl~ ~~veloP skills and techniques for
I, I I nvlronment; an , v ti 0 ographical investigations to be
I t 11/ ,t. orderly and objec ive ge nd in the environment.
"" ,I ut both in the classroom a

. . of the current secondary schoolI1 I v cl nt that the objectives d the curricula content can
lI,hll re laudable. Tbhe~ed:~elopment and environmental
IllvI the hullabaloo a o~ ti n for training in efficient data

11 well as lay faun h~ ~oshould have been instilled into
nd management w IC e elective status of the subject

n at that tender, ages. Th rtificate examination however
I 1111 I vel of educatlob~ atnd ~~,SO the post-secondary schoolI I 11 ngered the su jec an

,11 1 pllnes that it is meant to serve,

of Geo-spatial Technology in Nig.~ria
I1 \I W ak development (1992) for example identified
II I mained unabated. Balogun nt as that of (i) exploration
!Iv rrtoqraphy era~ fo~ the .cou ry1788 _ 1861 (ii) colony

1111 m pping of Nigerian /lver~'861 1910 (iii) rises of
P III Ion and am~lgar:na 10~914-1960-and (iv) aerial survey

pi otl torate an.d natlonal~sm, 1946 _ 1960. Existing maps in
lid t poqraphical map'fln~'as historical data only rather than

r 1 I II are better cl~~sl le k' g in view of their datedness.
111/ cl v lopment decision ma In

. . 4) noted that the post-independence
III y and Akintuyi (201 h d been that of retrogression'I 11 v ment by th~8cO~unft~s1a352 sheets of the most popul~r

will r s onl,y about d 1~~0000 'series have been published till
lid most Widely use ft' th project commenced (Table 2),d 11 I ome 60 years a er e
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Table 2: Progress in Nigeria Topographical Maps
Sone e and Akintu i, 2013

Scale She~ts Project Sheets Sheets
RequIred Started Published Completed& She t

not Published Outstandlll
10 30

(10%) (30%)

17
(51.5%)

1:250,000 100 1957 60
(30%)

16
(18.5%)

1:500,000
(Old)

1:500,000
(New)

1:50,000

33 1952

9 1960 4 3 2
1946 1,116 167 60(83.4%) (12.4%) (4.5%)
1970 188 20 134(55%) (5.8%) (39.2%)

1,352

1:100,000 342

1:25,000 5454 1981 256 5198
(5%) (95%)

11111

!he conventional cartogra hic
lithography and Publishing a!e i procedures of .011 11
poorly generated data. Furthe na~e.qua!e for proce 1I I 11
,~consistencies in the standard r bd~flcI.e~cles are in th 111,11
vIs-a-vis the time consu . s y mdlvldual mapping III I
req~irement and the pair;:;~?'b e~ergy ~apping, hug ( 1,/1
partIcular sheet needs to b egm-agam syndrome W/II I I

of th~ maps are barely ~~~~~~duced and/or revis d, "'"
contamed are outdated 9rossl ;d. befors the info""~,, '11
sUccessful just as every att Y. evrsron efforts aro 11 1111 ,
beyond the stages of contrac~~Pt at new editi~~ nev I I'I
3). Yet, the revision cycle for ~ards and mobIlIzation (J I
for urban/sub-urban ar sue maps should be 5-10 Y I
e . eas and 10-15

nVlronment (Gauthier, 1987). ' years for th 1111 I

Similar to almost every other .
Geographers shy away from s ati fIelds c~ endeavor, II!lI I
because of poor quantitat' p. al analysIs and map-m ~flf
phobia and attitude towa d,ve mInds resulting from gill I
of education in the eo r ~ mathematics at almost every / I
Geography so confusing ~~ddi~~eme. find the applicatl 11 It I

ssmg that they would v"l
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'" , rnotely equation, mathematics or statistics. As such
I uro t relegated of all Geo-spatial techniques.

Available

none
none
none
none
none
none

nd Akintuyi (2013) also assessed the developments in
11 I h. d remote sensing systems, noting that the earliest
I1 I photoqraphic exercises in Nigeria were by the Royal Air

(I AF) of United Kingdom in 1937 covering the Apapa -
II1 M tta axis of Lagos. By 1949 when the exercise was at

I for township mapping, some 15,000 scenes were
I II d compiled at various scales ranging between about

,1100 to 1:10,000.

III pi nned coverage by a 1:40,000 series in 1956 for the
I If III I t of compiling the 1:50,000 scale national topographic

I p W never completed while a new set at 1:25,000 scale .
I WII h tween 1972 and 1979 only got to about 70% coverage

fill. th contract was abandoned in the late 1980s for human
lid t hnological factors such as atmospheric noise due to

ve cloud covers and haze most time of the year, the
number that can be handled and the obsolete equipment

I III dl posal of just a few agencies within the relatively diverse
I " iphlcal environment (Areola, 1975).

p rrt of the effort to address the limitations of aerial
pllllloqr phy, Nigeria joined the space race with a National

p I Policy and Programme of 2001 aimed at building
" 11 I nous competence and designing appropriate hardware
I I ftware. The government has launched five satellites into
IIII , P ce since then, three being for resource monitoring and
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two for communications. The first NigeriaSat-1 with I I

resolution was in September 2003 at a cost of $30 m 11 III1 ,
failed in orbit in November 2008. The second was Nig (Ill

J in May 2007 also failed in November 2008 but was r pI 11
at no cost with NigComSat-1 R in December 2011. Nigentl , ,
and NigeriaSat-X with 2.5m panchromatic spatial Ilc/
multispectral resolution were launched with NigcomS 1 I'
replace Nigeria-Sat1 in December 2011.

The National Space Research and Development Aq '"
(NASRDA) manages the earth satellites programmes as p "' • ,
the Federal Ministry of Science and Technology, over ""
the National Council on Space SCience Technology. NigC '" .,
manages the communication satellites as part of the Mini "y '"
communications Technology and is regulated by Nlq "
Communication Commission (NCC) and Nigeria BroadC'I "" I
Corporation (NBC). However, Nigeria-sat1 was built by 1111
Satellite Technology Ltd. UK, Nigcomsat-1 was with ""
Great Wall Industrial Corporation While NigeriaSat-2 Ill"

NigeriaSat-X were jointly by Surrey Satellite Technology Lt j 1/III
International Space Company. Efforts to build NigComSat-/ "",
NigComSat-3 communications satellites in 2012 and 2013 h
remained in the pipeline leading some communiCdlllll
companies to adopt available options.

The status of Geography at the secondary school level ,1/III
challenges to Geo-spatial technology in Nigeria manifest ill I
development debacle. The miSSing link in Nigeria deve/OPrtll "'
is that of data to answer geographical questions while the I 11I
term impacts on sustainable development are ubiquitous dllll
have started manifesting. In particular, our inability to have od
grasp of our resources types, base and rates of exploration h IV
always been responsible for the common impression and offi ,I
statements like 'we have abundant resources', 'we have I rqt
depOSits of this or that', etc., Yet, we hardly know what spa I11I
resources exists, what are their stocks, Where are they, why tl1 y
are found where they are as at when, and, why they are b In I
extracted at what rate. These account for why decisions on th '11
are non-coherent and their management are jeopardized.
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I rces and facilities have
WI I distribution of natu~~hre;eo~rich in urbanized areas

.,WUWI" 11 to the advantage 0 e . hery In Nigeria, poor
1111111In jority in rural and u~ban ~~nPgreat'er burdens of

I 111111Oil . and manageme~ :~d value chains thereby
"1 • III Y In resourc~. suP~ Y articular there is always a

I 1\ 1111patial. inequities. ~t pand logistics around urban
"1 , I 1111 ~tratlon of ~ut~n~~trative capitals. The pri~ary

P ctally the a m nts of developing nationsth ople and governme . h
'" 1 1 1 e pe . 1e decision making aveI ,,/ Y t, reliable figures for POSIIV
II I lusive.

. h rdl any administrative unit
I VIt I hancellor Sir, there IS a dY on the location and

id propriate recor s d
' I III provi e ap th exact size the types an

It /1,"1 of its lands such as e h ',Sdevoted to specific
Id ver and how muc f

ItI of the an eo T land classification scheme or
, Itlll d, there is ~~ spec: '~onitor when approved uses of

• IHlIllry. It is ~Iso difflcult to from forests to farmlands and
, IIIr 1I11rland IS chan~.e.d, say when residential buildings are
111111Ic1 to built-up faclhyes, or I' ious facilities. Another

t ornrnerclal or re Ig h
11I rl J 0 c . f climate and climate c ange.'11' 0111 example ISthe case 0

at secondary schools implies
III 1 It rmination of Geogra~~~r about of climatic gardens or
I1 , IIld nts would no m.orethe data by NIMET and some
,. 1'11111on Screen wh~le eather and climatic elements

'"t/ pt lid nt weathe~ statlon~ o~ Ws Certainly, some university
• 1 lie I 111reby r~maln mea~ln~a~~ ~ever seen a climatic station

I1 It hI 1\1 even In Geograp y. di tion it is obvious that the
do From all In Ica I , . . t

'" I will never. h . I and human is gOing In 0
1 I II iphy subject, ~ot~ p /sICt~at Nigeria d~velopment will"./1'111111,which literanly Imp res

I 1 I 10Into stupor.

. .?
What alternatives in Nlgerla'd ta to cartography and

III 1111rnative sou~ces. of resfourcCeon~entional(or traditional)
. in Niqeria are rom d . alI 111111/ nSlng. ftrial and error, groun VISUI"," I dur s including the system 0
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observation and measurement, sampling and 1111
regional surveys and archival procedures m 1111
administrative sources. These are reviewed below:

(b) Ground visual observation and measurem nt: I I 11
observation involves being physically present in the 11
study for physical observation, survey and description 01 11
characteristics of a phenomenon in-situ. A routine travel r W 11111
Observe and record the relevant information for the U",
objectives which would change with time while stakehold I
interviewed where necessary,. The accuracy and detail 01cl
generated are functions of the knowledge and experienc «( 11
researcher. The entire process also involves approxim 1/.I
that are also subjected to human errors, misjudgm III
oversight. They can sometimes become very tedious. A 1011111I

depends on the adequacy of the sampled point I

'representation' on the field. Since seeing is believin I, 1/1
technique remains valuable for monitoring and rev« W
changes but not for serious quantitative analysis, multipl I1
of output nor presentation of data spatially.

'1 bl for users depending on the~"",,.,""ttl III In de avat a 'fe. tion which are also laborious.MII.,.'"I. v I1Icontrols and ven rea I

t at Records: Statistical records for ~pa:ial
c ir sources Statistics and estirna es"'.1111,,,111 III III u good a~ thel~ sou f "and waterbodies and

I qll ir s o~ kilorne :r~heo numb~r and volumes of
""MII!!lIlJl

l t ov rs, fIgures, ~ ti are always accessible
.d d by admlnlstra Ions d

IJI.IVI e , . tl I bureau development boar s,
1111ilobally from ~t~tIS rearties am~ngst others. Most of
I 111.1S and ~olltlcal pa d often instigate disputes
I controversial, wrong an

'"ltl!l~lnt "HII s.

. . t ti records are usuallyr hlval Sources:. Admlnls;;~:v~ade available to the
••••lluul'ud pI riodically, P~bll~h~.d an esponsible for managing

11 /IV J vernment. institu lon~ ~he are sourced using the
Ilh pI cts of public ~esour~~ . sse~ in this paper, through
, tll v /lable techniques .'SCt~onsfrom already existing

• 011<mic su~~ys ~r proJe~tive units in charge of their
lit V re domiciled In ~esP~/or statistics They are stored

iuun " t v, luation, resea~~e:ndifficult to ac~ess for personal
I1 le I flies and some\ administrative records are as

I .,U« .1 r asons. Data ;-Ohm are characterized by both
,11 • t , their sourc.es. ey f omission and commission.

11111 nd unconscious errors 0
I I, 11 k spatial components.

. eral overview of the shortcomings
• I .•h nc~IIor Sir, ~ag~~'ection techniques is provide,d by

III I 1(. nventional da d th t data from field visual( 87) when he note a .
I1I 1 . hni ues are resource consuming,

I Iv illon nd recording tec ubd d by insincerity and
If iln Ir itlve records are su. t~~iews and questionnaire

IIld I IV d restriction of ac~ess, In ibility factors while field
ff cted by maccessi I I . h .d

III V rr a e d and energy sapping. Wit rapi
III III rn nts are prolonge . nt years more parameters

I I 11Imprints on resources In re~:rstanding and development
" lIy for robus~ resources u~ and aspirations of decisionI III I ornlng unsuitable for nee s

(a) The System of Trial and Error: This is the old
the techniques. Being wanderers and later agrarian
people tried to determine the characteristics, make mv I
monitor and manage their resources by varying the explnr
methods and practices over space and time. Tru IlIv I
observing the outcome of combination of outlays over "".I'!lU\'JIII

and noting the potentials of different methods at dIll I
locations over time. The method could only support th ,I
of earliest societies and not at pace with the pr n
observatory periods for reasonable concluSion, more so WIII, I
dynamic nature of most enVironmental processes and el III n

(c) Land Surveys: AriSing from a first attempt by Dudl
Stamp in 1933 over Britain, field survey exercises hav 11 11
known to be tedious, costly and time consuming for large <I,
The data by separate surveyors are characterized by v.1I1d
challenges standardization and often difficult to integrat J II
data and information are prone to being outdated before h II I
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making. The traditional t h'
valuable in small environ~c ~,q~es o~ data collection H I"l/

en s 0 statIc events (Fig. 9)

Fig. 9: Resource Data Characteristics in Nigeria

With increasing spatial data di . ' .
themes at different scale me~slons reqUIred on num r II
reliability, training in Geo_sp:tia~~~ed formats a.nd level (,I
knowledge as enhanced to lb chnology provIdes profoulld
Geo-spatial technology 0 ox. over the traditional meth I
researches and decision a;: k~Ulte better for contempor If Y
Ni~~rian Geographers to wh~c~n1'bT~e c~rrent generation ,I
tramlng and achievement e ong IS famous for g )(I
disciplines do not have th sda~ross t.he globe. Not that m I

e a a and mformation, the chall ne
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III ./ IIIf Y re either lack the capability of processing in large
,1111111 lhrouqh which adequate conclusions can be derived
Id 11111. cl tto unravel hidden treasures. The essence of Geo-

I I1 Ill. chnoloqy is that nobody gets to lie for any overt reason
I 1/1 IY Information cannot be apparent in a Geo-spatial

I 1.1 I C

MY CONTRIBUTIONS
y terns Development

. rtography and Map Revision
II1 IIf I r ople know of geography are maps. As a focus in my

11 I1 III is 'The Application of Satellite Remote Sensing and
I 111 III Evaluation and Revision of Nigerian Topographical

" ' I IcJ ntified the necessity for input by map users in the
of map compilation, design and production. This was

'I I I III mpted and had always affected the information that
I 1 Wc r able to retrieve from the latent data of the real world
I 1''' I1 cl by the makers. I developed an instrument to engage
11111 Iy three (93) users across twenty two (22) intensive map-
I I 1)1<)( nizations (shown on Table 2) on their map needs, how

11111/" f these were depicted and what they considered
.nry for a revision.

III Il1dings published in Soneye (1998a) established that 70%
,'"11 III ps in use for various mandates are topographical maps

1111111 If lIy because there are hardly any other maps and that the
I1 1111 111. r maps are of limited usefulness for their institutional
III Hllltlt s. This is a situation triggered by some crucial factors,

"11111 J t which are: insufficiency of information contained,
'Ill I JC n ralization of the features shown, inappropriateness of

11111 ymbols adopted, and datedness of the mapped
1tlllllllldllon. I established further that map maker had never
I 1111 lilt d any of the user-respondents on their specific needs
1111 I III ip and their preference for specific cartographic models.
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Table 2: Agencies assed for Map user-needs (SOIll ~

2000
1. Federal Dept of Agriculture and Land Resources (Owerri and K ,dllll I

2. Federal Department of Meteorology (now Nigeria Met. Agency) ("lfI~111t

Lagos & Kano)
3. Federal Environmental Protection Agency (now Federal Ministry ClI

Environment), Abuja
4. Federal Road Safety Commission (Lagos)
5. Federal School of Soil Conservation (Jos & Owerri)
6. Federal Urban Mass Transport Authority (Abuja, Lagos)
7. Federal Water Research Institute (Kaduna)
8. Mass Media: Punch Newspaper
9. Mass Media: Guardian Newspaper
10. Mass Media: Newswatch Magazine
11. Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources (Lagos State)
12. National Institute of Freshwater Fisheries Research (Jebba).
13. National Livestock Project (Lokoja)
14. National Population Commission (Lagos, Sokoto & Abuja)
15. Nigerian Immigration Department (Lagos)
16. Nigerian Ports Plc. (Lagos)
17. Oil Company: Ashland Oil Nigeria Lld (Port Harcourt)
18. Oil Company: Chevron Nigeria Lld (Lagos)
19. Research Institute: University of Ibadan
20. Research Institute: University of lIorin
21. Research Institute: University of Lagos
22. River Basin Dvpt Authorities Sokoto-Rima & Benin-Owena

Instances of delayed and suspended project plan
implementation due to paucity of maps were cited.
suggestions for revised editions were provided. Thes
discipline-specific on data needs, mode of presentation, p I I I II
boundaries, coordinate systems and units of measur lilt III
More than two-thirds of the respondents suggested a 2 I
years revision cycle at scales ranging between 1:10,00 lid
1:100,000 for rapid urban change areas and 5 to 10 ye till
others.

The worrisome findings led me to enquiries on who a tu III
were the Nigeria map makers. The findings in Soneye (1 qq
showed that they were low cadre surveyors photogramm tr I I

cartographers and lithographers under the supervision of 11 11
technicians in typical civil service. I discovered also that th y
had no flair for research or problem-solving investigations will
the academics were interested tangentially on the m I
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. . heets already produced rather
IIc III Im? critique of th~ ~Id be corrected on subsequent'I I1 It I( uons on what so. e the implications of these

HI III I went further to examl~ nd management of the
\Ill I I H digital. dat~base G~~a~I~~r~nment using four map

I1I" III P series In a
I I DV ring different parts of the country.

PC ARCINFO I Atlas (ver. 2.0)
d III (then) state-~f-.t~e-art an A -Altek and analyze two

I I I' I Y ~~~I 1t~2~16g~:c~~ebein; compiled by the Federal
I , , hoe ., ff f the Surveyor General) and

I y I partment (~Ow ~ al~:~tium 11computer. My findin~s
I 11 11:50,000 series 0 ff' d the challenges created In

11lit cl In So~eye (1999b) ~tslr:e different sheets, variation in
'I'IIIICI Imperial and S.1. un d tums the data classification
'I I Itv styles and r~fe~e~c~heamap ~ymbols and the legend.
I1I11\I Imd typology vis-a-VIS f 11 . the simpler, cheaper and

11, 'w re resolved succdeslsu Ya~oPted in Soneye (2000).
I '1 II tainable metho 0 ogy . .

I Ipl of the products are shown In Fig. 10.

. 000 a s were still being compiled
1111\1I \ no~ethat the 1;5~fter ~e ~xercise commenced while

111111Ill. n thirty years (3 ) . d because of failure to adopt
,,111 t I he sheets had bee.n revlS;oneye and Akintuyi (2013)
I' IIl1dings/recommendatlon~.. ment of Nigeria in map
I \I WI the lan~n:'ar~ a~ ~~~~d a steady growth prior to
1"11"It le I n and revlslon~n~ard turn from the early 1980s till the
1111\I P' 11 j nee and a do I d that the achievement made by
I I ,"\ lime. '(Ve also r~vea ehe Ni eria-sat remote sensing
11, ,ountry In laUnC~lngt t de an~ significant impact on map

"lilt into space ha ~o ma hardly available for use for
I 11111 in Nigeria. The Images are

I I1I I sons.
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(a) Contouring

Fig c1~'0 RWitt~Oosun azimuth (d) 3-D with 600 sun azimlll/I
. . e le Map Models demonstrated by Soneye (20()1I)

5. ~.2. Quantitative Analysis
With Inspiration through the kn I
Nurudeen Alao, Professor Ad o~ edge gathered from Pro' III
the Departments of Geo ra

a
~mo and my other .Iectur I '"

University of La os I a ~ p y a~~ ~a.thematlcs ! III
minds. I have ~m' 10 : a born-again, dl~clple of quanti! III
models in mathem~tic~ andsosmtet' St~bS!antlal spatial an Iyl" I1

a IS ICSInto my cor
areas of resources investigation th h e geo t IIIII
in relevant sections. I have alwa sroug research .as discu I1
analytical methods into the De a~ supported the Integr tlCll1 ,"
and have co-taught them at p. meI nt of Geography currl 11111

vanous evels.
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III t Sensing and Geographical Information
V t ms

I" p.utrnent of Geography, University of Lagos is the
I III ntemporary geo-spatial techniques in Nigeria and

11 I lilt first three in Africa, courtesy of the novel research
I III I meritus Professor Peter Adeniyi and Professor
111111.1mojola. They created the Department's Laboratory

111111 Sensing (now Laboratory for Cartography, Remote
III , .uid Geographic Information System).

I I I, I was appointed a Research Assistant and Graduate
,I III Oil the Local Level Mapping of the Sokoto-Rima Basin

IIVlr ns Project, a joint study by the Departments of
1I,lplly at the University of Lagos and University of
"110, Ontario, Canada. They exposed me to the

I,ll I, plinary techniques of remote sensing, cartography,
11 II III lysis and Geographical Information Systems. I owe
I1I lot in this wise and I so acknowledge.

I ,H!( mic sojourn which the University of Lagos nurtured
II1 I d tudent and as a staff has taken me to the nooks and
III I11 of the Nigeria nation on both individual and

.11 1111/.itlve researches and professional assignments. I have
I. I1 lqhteen (18) countries in five (5) continents for the same

I It) ome of my key research findings are presented in the
I cuon.

me of my Key Research Contributions
1 Administrative Areas of Jurisdictions
1111 y and Omojola (1995), we appraised the rationale for

I I uullnuous creation of administrative units in Nigeria but
I I ""I.1t there were no relevant statistics that could enhance

tl' I i.ipld development. Having realized that there was no
I I II1I1 01the geographical extent of the 31 states and 593 LGAs
I III d In 1991, we mapped the administrative units digitally in

III (d nvironment to determine their absolute sizes and
I1 Iy them as a precursory decision-making tool for their
I I lopment comparatively.
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The results showed that the smallest states in Nig r ,
Lagos (3,902km2), Anambra (4,739km2), Akwa Ibom (7,' Oil III

and Osun (9,069km2) while the largest were Niger (72, '1111 I

Bhrno (68,868km2), Sokoto (67,158km2), Bauchi (65,' 'Ill ru
and Taraba (57,787km2). On LGA basis, Mushin in La 0 ,I I
was the smallest (15.2km2), followed by Aba in Abll III
(16.2km2), Onitsha South in Anambra State (21.4km )
Ibadan SW in Oyo State (34.0km2) while the largest w r I
Taraba State (14,339km2), Chachanga in Nig r 1 1
(12,009km2) and Baruten in Kwara State (9,978kmJ) 11 I
doubtful if there had been any other source of ohl I 11
information on till now.

5.2.2 Landcover and Landuses
Our paper, Omojola and Soneye (1993), adopt I III 11
resolution SPOT Satellite data and GIS to map and analy III
land use and landcover resources of the sudano-sahelian 111 (It 11
Sokoto-Rima River, North Western Nigeria with the 1'(11
Image satellite system. My other research studies on land: 11 I

and land use resources mapping and change evaluation 11 I
years and seasons are published in Soneye (1998b); Oil

(2010); Soneye (2014a); Soneye and Akintuyi (2012); Ayl III
Kapangaziwiri, Soneye, Vezhapparambu and Adegoke (' () I I)
Fasona, Soneye, Ogunkunle, Adeaga, Fashae and Ahll,
(2014) and Ayeni, Cho, Ramoelo, Mathieu, Adegok uld
Soneye (2013) (Figs. 11 and 12).

The results provided requisite geo-spatial databases n tll
static and temporal characteristics of the resources at v r (Ill
geographical environments. As demonstrated in Table 3, h, I

spatial statistics and change matrix were generated HId
cartographic models in different perspectives which are c p d I1
of being integrated with other sets of data for decision-m Ik II I
objectives were produced. It is appropriate to conclude th I tit
distribution and available stocks of the resources and III It
development are region-specific as determined by bio-phy It I1
and socio-cultural factors.
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c 2002 c 2007 . .
11' Changes in Landuse of the Savanna Area, ~'cr1~la

yl /1/, Cha, Ramoe/o, Mathieu, Adegoke and Soneye,

Fig. 12: Landcover/land.use
Changes in Nigeria DerIVed

Savanna Area (Soneye &
Akintuyi, 2015
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Table 3: Lekki-Ajah Landuse Resources; 1964 1994 '11111
(Soneve & Akintuvi, 2012)

,

~ Resource
1964 1994 20()(1

Area(ha % Area ha) % Area (h I

Built-Up Area 97.7 0.1 1,160.2 1.3 4,010 () ~I
Scattered

I~

Development
1,150.8 1.3 8,544 () I

Farmland/
I=-

Cultivation
23,768.1 25.6 19,757.6 21.3 23,708 ,; (I

Mosaic of palms
I=-

and farmlands 3,697.9 4.0 2,614.5 2.8

Dense Forest 61.4 0.1
Lioht Forest 164.9 0.2

1=

Palm Forest 7,958.1 8.6 3,903.6 4.2 I=-
Non-forested

I=-

Wetland
45.8 0.1 113.8 0.1 1,823.4 I!

Forested Wetland 11,428.0 12.3 16,907.6 18.2 7,792.& l==--iUi
Water Bodies 45,413.6 49.0 45,960.3 49.5 45,999.2

1=
1_1111

Beach/ Sandbar 366.4 0.4 572.02 0.62 926.8
1=·

Bare surfaces 4.0 0.0 437.71 0.47
1=111

5.2.3 Agriculture and Food Security
Ref~re~ce to the significance of agriculture as the major m I1
of livelihood and source of basic needs and service 11III
cou.ntry. I was fascinated by the fact that the larger s Vdllll tI
region of the country is a main food production are (I III
country but that the subsistence nature of farming and th II 11111
a meagre part of the floodplains of rivers (fadamas) in th 11
are cultivable during the longer dry season of the y 11 I
observed that many of the development projects in th t I Ii 11
had always failed and as such the menace of food secur Iy 11
the coun.try had r.e~ained unabated. I thereby establish 1111I
the requisite decision data fo~ improvement by manag r 11 Id
other stakeh?lders were elusive; and on isolated pock t 11111
could not be Integrated in view of their incompatible sourc 11111
scales. and level of reliability. Further, the methods of th I 11 1
analysis for .useful statistical parameters were poor and III
costs were high.

In S.on~ye (1998b), I designed my first study on aqriculuu I
application of geo-spatial techniques to test the potentia Is I III
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rging satellite remote sensing, Geographical
III 11<n systems and spatial technology to national
11111Itill development for assessing the dynamics in
Illhllrlllands and management within about 200,000km

2
of

I lie I r gion, Northwest Nigeria. The digitally-pr~cessed
I II I Inchromatic (P) and multispectral (XS) satellite data
I IIII! rpreted on procom-2 optical equipment and analyzed
I1 1'( ARCINFO (ver. 3.40+) for the change evaluation. The
1111 w re integrated and verified with local knowledge
I "I directly on the field and found to have a very high
III 11 Y of close to 100% for upland farms and about 95% for
I 1111I nd multiple-cropped areas.

ults showed that water, which is a most critical input
lu d by about 80% in the dry season and as ~uch ~.IIth.e

I I 1111 reas could not be cultivated. The season Identified IS
II1I1 111 teeming farmers sacrifice anything to travel to big
11 III earch of 'security' and menial jobs.

11III ) from the data I collected on the local knowledge systems
I I It ,hlval sources that there had been various intervention

I 1111 unrnes by the government at both the national, states and
I I It vels, I was interested in examining how the different

I I 11 had succeeded in changing the status-quo a~ound ~he
I lie ima Basin. It was revealing that rather than Improving

I1 leII of the peasant farmers, the policy formulations and
I1 1IIIIIIonal arrangements for the sector were creating new
1111«11es rather than solving the existing ones.

nted my results in Soneye (2004a), ascertaining that
1111'n w agencies were established especially by the state
111II d ral governments to formulate and implement new
IlIql .unmes that could revamp the sector but were creating

I111I nvironmental and socio-economic problems due to gross
h'lllll .ulon of duties and severe institutional conflicts.

I IIV tigated the implications of the above on sustainable
111111.1I0n of the land resources and food security, and also
11Iy id the per capita farm-size holding by farmers in six (6)
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LGA:s o~ the Sokot~ region in a wet season using inl I If /I
applicatlon of hybrid remote sensing and Geo-Inf 11111111I

~ys.tems. My findings show that 66% of the land upl lid
cultIvable only in the short wet season of less than thre IIHIIIIII
pe~ a~num wl~h a value of 0.61 ha per head while the r III dlllll,
34 Yo In the prime fadama area was less than 0.1 ha por l: Id
Sokoto LGA: had the lowest figures for all the categ I
farmland whIle Rabah LGA had the maximum of 1.2h ",
a~d the g~oomy scenario portended by the result W I

dlscu~se~. In Soneye (2014a) with emphasis on th 1111
sustalnabllrty and social security in the region (Fig. 13, T hI

Table 4: Per Capita Farm Holdings in Sokoto LGAs (In I1 I
(Son eye, 2014a)

Cultivated
Uplands
Intensively
Cultivated
Fadamas
Partly
Cultivated
Fadamas
Plantation!
Orchards

nsport
significance of road projects in devel~pment an.d

II I t on bio-physico-chemical and s~clo-economlc
11111I I I evaluated the implication of upgrading the 13km

I I I ('lot ' - Ikorodu Expressway from a single ~arri~ge (Trunk
I I d) onstructed to link the Lagos Metropolrs WIth Ikorodu

1I hlp in 1973 versus its dualization of .1993 to
I III11nodate increasing vehicular traffic and conqestion.

I1 tudy employed geo-spatial technology to examine the
I ,llw Iy impacts on adjoining landuses resources between1989

I1 11 1 was just dualized to 2007, some 18 years .later.. I used
tI Ipplng aerial photographs a.nd s~~elllte Images
I" I tlv Iy for the 2-time periods WIth auxiliary data from

I ""11 ources.

It ults, published in Soneye (2010) showed. a rapid
1 II I ( in streets around the corridor which leads to Increase

III Id , segments and connectivity (Table 5; Fig. 14): Fully
11I111tlip reas within some 2.Skm threshold of the hlghw~y
1111If I, d by +102% from 17,487ha in 1989 to 3S,371 ha In

11117,nn average of 994ha (6%) per annum. All the ot.her
I IIf It, ( within the SOOm buffer lost to the physical
I I lnpment, Palms were depleted completely, reserved/
I 11 II cl areas reduced by -0,874ha (-68%) and -S67ha

11111'lily. Similar changes in amenities along the c~rridor were
I1II unln d along with the implications for sustainable road
'Ill Ilot management. Related findings were found in my study
,,11,1 I rt Harcourt-Onne East-West Road (All ott, 2007) and
I' III lily others in transport application areas.

0.195 1.152 0.316 0.886 0.019 0.0 11 III
I hi

0.037 0.008 0.094 0.182 0.002 0.248 11/1

0.063 0.0 0.103 1.026 0.0 0.1 IIl1

0.001 0.0 0.002 ·0.003 0.0 0.02 Ill'
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ments of Ikorodu Road, 1989,2007 (Son eye, 2010)
Changein Changein

2007 Len th Se ment
km % No %

28 89
4 14

18 28
5 14

20 6

113 30.7
56 3.6

581 7.1
778 41.4

371
33
5

23
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Fig. 14: Changes around Ikorodu Road Corridor (Soneyo. )(111

On water transportation, I used geo-spatial technology for III
study of the extensively debated capital dredging of Niger r IV I
for enhanced maritime transportation and service delivery A
contributor to the assessment of the socio-economics and Wi I I
management impacts, I navigated the 572 km stretch from n 1111
Koton Karfi and Onitsha to Warri through Lokoja, on inten 1\1'
reconnaissance, groundtruthing for image interpretation .11111
mapping the shoreline settlements.

Notable amongst my findings which I published in Soru y
(2007) included (i) that there were a total of two hundred dlHI
thirty six (236) communities across the twenty eight (28) L JA
and five (5) states of the federation traversed; (ii) that till
communities were mostly rural and with potentia Is for transport
tourism, mining and industrial development but would sulf I
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to their basic domestic water and aquatic resources; (iii)
III n gative impacts would be aggravated by paucity of
1111III ir existence, site and existing infrastructure; and, (iv)

""IIlP ratively, Koton Karfe to Lokoja and Bomadi to Burutu,
I I1 rr two of the five segments and located respectively in

V mnah-dominated escarpment of Kogi State and the
I lid swamps of the Niger Delta had different impacts
IIIIIHI s and directions in view of the variation in their

and development spatio-temporarily.

on a similar investigation of the Bonny River dredging
11111HI Consult, 1996) and a jetty upgrade and expansion
I JI mrne at Elegbata Marina Lagos (Akopeb, 2014). From
I ,we further established the menace of ship wrecks along
I 11.1waterways and the implications for navigation safety. In

I 1IIIIII r, we found out further that the Marina - Apapa axis on
I1 p ipa Quay - Lagos Lagoon channel affected severely with

11 uid maritime operators had abandoned numerous relics of
I hips and boats of different sizes in the water for years

111111111. They include government agencies such as the Nigeria
1111e private operators. We recommended a more detailed

I1 11 I11yrnetry survey to inventorize and cause for removal by
IMA A and other stakeholders before they constitute hazards.

Climate and Climate Change
I t.iblished that climate change and variability were significant
I, I, ,minants of the success or otherwise to the sustainability of

1IIIIlldn activities in the entire Nigeria, commencing with the
.111010 Rima valley right from the period of my postgraduate
111111ntship in the late-1980s. For examples, the agricultural

I IIIItI sand landcover resources and changes around tudulands
11lotally dependent on rainfall regimes and intensity while that

tll Ide mas included regulations by upstream dams that were built
IIIIJI<lnage water resources in the area (Soneye, 1998b, 2004a).

Ingular contribution to knowledge was in Soneye (2014b) in
,11I1.hchanges in the surface water resources of the Nigeria
lid. no-sahellian environment were evaluated with satellite

It III te sensing and map-matics over a 40-year period spannino
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1965 to 2005. The results show
of large-scale dams upstream ~d th~t d~spite the construction
reduC:d by an alarming rat 0 ~a)or nvers, flood plains had
wateroodies reduced by -37 1o/ce.~ -40% (Fig_ 15). Surface
the period indicating som~ :~ en~th and -9.7% in area Over
annually. All the headstream trib ~o~lng ~10.9km and -9.7ha
and their ponds were fo d u anes with Orders 04 and 0
~hanne/s of bare sands a~~ ~~d~a~e dri~d up leaving d~

rders 03, O2 and 01 diminish das behind while those in
segments per annum respectively (~ab~:6)~.5, -4.0 and -5.3

b 1965 ~~~~==~~==~==~
Fig 15- Ch (a) 1995

- - anges in Stream Netwroks of Sokoto .
(Soneve. 2014b) - Rima Valley

M.y other contributions in climate .
~Ith ge~-spatial tehnology include' and climate change studies
(I) Ayeni, Soneye Fasunwon .'

(~011) on w~ter resour~e~'t~ku, and Djiotang - Tchotchou
.. climate change scenarios' evelopment optimization in

(11) Soneye and Akintuyi' (2012
population changes and tl ) on urban expansion

'" axis Lagos; we ands depletion of Lekki-Ajah
(Ill) Fasona, Soneye, Ogunkun/e

(2014) on simulation La d ,Adeaga, Fashae and Abbas

(
. )savan~a under different ~i~~~:~ ILand.Use change in the
IV Ayem, Kapangaziwiri S cenanos; and,

(2014) on impact of clima~~eYhe, Enge/brecht and Adegoke
c anges on water resources.
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Changes in Surface Water Characteristics of Sokoto-
R VIIuna a ey (Soneye, 2014b)

965 2005
Change (1965 to 2005) Mean Annual Change

I ""'" t r (A) (B) Size %age Size %age
I (C = B - A) I (0 = C/B%) (E = C/40) i(F = 0/40)

01 219 7 -212.0 -30.3 -5.3 -0.8
02 164 3 -161.0 -53.7 -4.0 -1.3

1(1),) 03 64 3 -61.0 -20.3 -1.5 -0.5
04 19 -19.0 -0.5 0.0
05 6 -6.0 -0.2 0.0
Br1 2.1 2.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0

11 .111111 Br2 1.6 1.0 -0.6 -0.6 0.0 0.0
III (11,,) Br3 3.4 -3.4 -0.1

Br4 3.2 -3.2 -0.1
111'11'

Ilt~IY(~III}) 1.18 0.74 -0.44 -60.07 -0.01 -1.50
11111'

11 lIy(1111 0.88 0.37 -0.51 -137.84 -0.01 -3.45

Vii I Chancellor Sir, though almost gone are those days when
11111 I very secondary school, higher institutions and

I 111111 nt projects would have their independent weather
111111 r r training, recording and monitoring climate, permit me,

I I V r, to announce that the University of Lagos has three (3)
, II11 installed currently. The Department of Physics and
II,IIIY ics has one at the Science complex and another on the
11 11. I uilding while the third by the Department of Geography

II11 11 H Arts Block. My investigation confirms that the University
I I U III is the only University in Nigeria that can boast of this

, I un fulfilled to have initiated that of Geography during my
I I I uur as Acting Head of the Department in 2009.

A r Quality and the Case of University of Lagos
III I W r no records of air quality characteristics in the country
I I ntly because no agency is saddled with the mandate. I

IIIWI VI r ttempted an evaluation of some Green House Gases
111111111 troleum Tank Farms on Apapa-Oshodi Expressway

I III ()V r a period of six (6) months, lasting between February
I d luly 2010. I measured in-situ the CO, N02, S02 and noise
111111111 Ix (6) bus stops and correlated the data with existing
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regulatory limits with a view to identifying areas 01
concerns.

••
The results in Soneye (2012) show that N02 was nil 1I 11
stations, S02 was detected continuously at a station 101111 I
foot of a bridge and CO was high in bus stops proximate leI I
products depots and garages for fairly-used vehicle pOl'l iI
known as 'tokunbo vehicles' in Nigeria. Noise and tenu I

were high in all the bus stops. Nonetheless, the valu
within acceptable limits but for a few occasions (Fig. 1 ).
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0 10 .21) <10 (Soneye, 2010)
(c) Temperature

I presented, in Soneye (2013), the preliminary result 01 III
200~ t~ 2012 results of my personally-funded dally 1/1 I 1/
rnonitorinq of eleven air pollutants at forty-four (
geographically-selected sites around twelve (12) main I mh I
of the University of Lagos Akoka Campus. The result w I

statistically analyzed spatio-temporarily and compar et will
known regulatory limits (Table 7).
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hi 7: The Sampling Sites for my Air Quality Monitoring
ludy in the University of Lagos and number of in-situ

measurements, 2009 - 2012
I 111111 Location 2009201020112012Total

Senate Building
30 37 67

11111111 11 lliv
Student Affairs 7 27 36 70

FSS Shopping Complex 18 26 22 31 97

New Hall Shopping Complex 19 24 22 31 96

Fac. of Art 17 30 26 37 110
Fac. of Business Administration 30 36 66

Fac. of Education 19 22 21 32 94

Ill' IlIlIl I Fac. of Engineering 19 21 0 0 40

Fac. of Science 20 38 23 33 114
Fac. of Social Sciences 19 20 22 31 92

Staff School
26 34 60

,Ill 11' Medical Centre 18 27 43 63 151

t porting Guest House Quadrangle 17 22 26 36 101

I 01 sports Centre 19 23 22 32 96

11 11 University Multipurpose Hall 16 22 22 32 92

Chapel Catholic axis 19 20 22 31 92
1111011 Mosque

28 31 59

High Rise Complex 18 23 22 32 95
111111Pop High Rise Round About 25 32 57

Kosoko Dr. (Baiyajjida Junction) 19 23 21 30 93
I owl Medium Ozolua Road 16 22 22 32 92
I'op

Ransome Kuti Road
24 32 56

Amina-Kofoworola Halls 18 21 21 32 92

Honours Hall
25 32 57

Moremi Hall 13 22 0 0 35
IlIch 11\ 'Hostels M d T b H 11 28 30 58

a am mu u a

Makama Bida Hall 19 22 22 30 93

Eni-Njoku Hall
25 30 55

Mariere Cab Garage 20 20 26 36 102
Garages Danfo Garage (CITS) 18 24 22 30 94

AP Filling Station Round About 24 31 55
Main Bookshop Round About 25 33 58
Roads 25 32 57

ISL Round About
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Landuses Location 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total

Long Bridge (Access Road) 19 22 0 () 1I•• University Main Gate 16 18 22 I
University Second Gate 15 21 22 T III

Mangrove Guest House Monkey Bush 12 26 I
c Swamps Wooden (Foot) Bridge 19 27 27 'I( III0

~ H . I Lagoon Front (Botanical Garden) 11 26 It ,Q) orncu tural
Cl UBA Park 25 T IQ)

>
Vegetation & Services Area 18 28 19 10
Utilities Works & Services Department 19 20 19 :.11 11

Wastes/ Dump Fac. of Art Refuse Dump 16 26 3/ f 1Sites
E-library - Guest House Gen. Site 2 12 26 3f /1

Waterbodies Guest House Lagoon Front 0 8 26 :.I'l 1
Man-O-War Bay Lagoon Front 18 34 26 '( 111

Total 487 708 1,0591,44 I, filii

Amongst others, I established that NO was never det h I I III

any of the locations throughout the 4-year period; CL2,H" 11Id
N02 were detected marginally; HCN and PH3 wer I III
detected while CO, Noise and N02 were high, som 11111
beyond acceptable regulatory limits particularly around th III III
public transport areas by the Main Campus Gat "Ill
indiscriminate burning at refuse dump sites around Ran (1/11
Kuti Road (now closed) (Fig. 17).

Unfortunately I decided to suspend my further lnvestiq: 1111/1
and integration of the results with the medical record I1
residents around the flash points when I was admitt I I1
National Orthopedics Hospital Lagos for surgical operaticI1 I1
2014.
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(b) Carbon Monoxide Levels

(I ) N( r, CO and Noise Levels

I Health ad Healthcare Services
,I utln from the literary knowledge that the healthcare services

11 It I, ffered by private hospitals are superior to those by public
1111 P I Is, Polsa, Spens, Soneye and Antai (2011) investigated
11 rvice quality perception of patients in the two healthcare

y I1 IT1 in Nigeria. A 7-score Likert Scale earlier developed by
11 I I earch Team on their studies of Finland was adopted for

11/ VI Yof 220 in- and out-patients in 23 hospitals in Lagos.

I It 11 r ults showed that the two systems scored very high
1111 I v Iy but that the scores became higher for private hospitals
will 11 we excluded the responses from high-level specialist
1111 Pit Is. We were not satisfied fully with our survey instrument
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which focused on traditional service quality dim n ClII
tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and rnp 1111

We explored a new frontier international perspective of I 1111 I1 I
India, Nigeria and People"s Republic of China )11 III
relationships between patients' perceived quality 11111
satisfaction with specific services being provided, (1111 I
effectiveness, service use, hospital recommendations and v IIII
for money. Our findings reported in Polsa, Narang, Son y 11111
Fuxiang (2011), Fuxiang, Polsa, Soneye and Narang (201') I11I
Narang, Polsa, Soneye and Fuxiang (2012, 2015) est 1>11I1 "
that patient-independent quality dimensions of strur 1111
process and outcome were antecedents to quality.

Our results portend significant implications for policy m.II I
and service providers in the development of healthcare 1111111
through hospital atmosphere in terms of originality/valu 11111
focus on healthcare outcome focus on health status, morl II1
morbidity, customer satisfaction, loyalty, quality of life, cu k I11I
behavior and consumption. The healthcare service se I w
developed are now being adopted in different parts of th w 11111
as alternative views to the relationship between h p \ I
environment and atmosphere on one hand and healthr. 11
services quality and delivery on the other hand.

5.2.8 Crime and Policing
My interest in the use of Gee-Spatial Techniques in this I t I I
was stimulated by the positive correlation between developm I1I
growths, crime waves and inability of the Police to mainl I 11
peace and protect lives and properties fairly in Nigeria d p I
continuous re-organization of the force and establishm nl c 1\
additional stations. In Son eye (2002), I employed the technlqu
to assemble and analyze spatially the crime incidences in Ikl I1
LGA against the locations and areas of jurisdiction of the eX1111II
police stations.

The results showed that stations' distribution neither conform (I
to the sizes of the wards in which they were sited, III
demographic characteristics nor the crime locations. Till
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I uv Iy higher crime areas were found to be the l~w.~nC~mt~~

11 I, 11 r ulation density are~t :~i~ti~~d ~~~~epr~;~~~:s were
I Ihll'l . eTvhaeluat~:~s~S~~dgSthegeo-spatial facilities to determine

III I1 CH .
111t deserve additional stations.

'" p lial analysis of maritime crimes and security :r~~~~
"lttlC dore Channel I Apapa Quays by Soneye. an

111'1)was multi-stakeholder based with data on cn~e rep~~~
I urity personnel in the police, navy, cus oms f

2004 d 2009 as well as survey 0

11 ':II':~ t~~u~:rt;,~~nnsport o;~rators and residents (Fig. 18).

- Rd· t (b) Comm;n Crimes at each spot
(\) rime Rates at e Olns d A

18. Crime Analysis of Commodore Channel an papa
. . Quays, 2004 - 2009 (Soneye and Giwa, 2015)

Wt found out that though ports establ~shment encourage a~!i-
1 I I behaviors, the root causes of cnm~s alo.~g APap; Od ~

w r poverty laziness and peoples' predisposition to 0 ~n .
discov~red that crime rates along the .ch~nne vary

~ nlficantly, the control agencies were not well dlstnbuted over
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space and were hindered by facilities to combat III 11, III
promptly.

t.2.9 The Environment
I have participated in a series of professional applicati 11I1 I I
spatial techniques for some numbers of research stu 11 I I
techni~al applications. Most of them were rnultl-disciplln 11y I1
of national and international collaboration in view 01 III
scopes.

So~e of my ~ey researches on mapping and monitorinq III III
environment Include urban wastes management in Lag I I
(Soneye, 2004b) on State; water supply and sanitation In I 11
Ako~o (~yeni, So~eye and Balogun, 2009); seasonal >111111III
of Nigeria urban rivers with focus on River Ala Akur (Ay III
B~~og~n, ~nd ~on~ye,. 2011); energy consumption and III I
utilization In Nigeria with Ibadan Metropolis as a ea IlId
(Soneye and. Dar~mola, 2012); principal compon nt IIld
cluster analysis to Interpret surface water quality (Ay 11 II I
Soneye: 2013~); and, groundwater quality assessm III "11
domestic uses In the micro-geomorphic units of Lagos (AYllll
and Soneye, 2013b).

Also significan~ .are my studies on indigenous knowl d I
government policies and adequacy of institutional arrang III III
for environmental management are Vaaland, Soney 11111
Owusu (~012) ?n .Iocal content, struggling supplier lid
ne~or~s In the Nigerian oil and gas industry; Ayeni, Son y IlId
Akintuyi (20~~) on stakeholders contributions to water sUPI Iy 11
the communities of Ondo State; Ayeni, Cho, Ramoelo, M 111111
Adegok.e and Soneye (2013) on local knowledg 11111
perceptions of water stress for explaining landus "I I
landcover changes in Nigeria; and, Ayeni, Soneye and 111111
(2014) on indigenous knowledge adaptation and socio-culttu 1I
nexus of water resources management and humanit I 11
services in Nigeria derived savanna region.

I have collaborated with others on about two hundred studl II
(i) environmental impact assessments, post-lmr I I
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, In nts and evaluation reports; (ii) designs and reviews
I IIt VI I pment projects; (iii) sensitivity mapping (iv) trajectory

III 111111"g for fate of oil and other pollutants fro.m projects ~v)
I IIIYlll tric and seismic surveys (vi) Evalua~lon of pu?"c-
Ilv III partnerships options for government projects especially
I III nnd ports development; as well as (vii) formulation of
11 ronrnental, risks, security, strategic, community, hazards,

I1 management actions and monitoring plans.

111t1"fly, I cover the components of landuse, socio-economic~,
11111Ill/meteorology and air quality while my main

pllll ibilities included coordination, fieldworks, report
1111I1 n and defence at respective fora. Quite a number of

II1 were engineered by the Unilag Consults and some other
hilly ( roups for public and private clients alike. The activities

V me the opportunity to work with practitioners on my study
I " ind allied fields for gown and town endeavors. It afforded

III qr ater knowledge and experiences on my academic
IIlplll .

.10 Security and Modern Warfare
,t sed the opportunities for Nigeria in military geo-spatial

11111logy and modern warfare drawing experiences from
I I1 nt missions across the globe (Soneye 2006). A good

unpte is the spatial support systems of the techniques for
I ing and modelling human and material vulnerability and

IIlor ment of peace in the multi-ethnic and multi-religious
fit" s of Nigeria (Soneye, 2011 a).

11 Disasters, Risks and Humanitarian Services
I illtilngs from my studies on disasters, risk modelling. and
111111.1ement with geo-spatial techniques studies are published
Ill' neye (1995); Fasona, Soneye, Nwokedi and Olade~nde

I() 11); Fasona, Omojola and Soneye (2011); Fasona, Ornojola,
1111ye and Akintuyi (2014) and Soneye (2014c). We une~rthed

111I1 over two-thirds of the producing oil and gas wells In the
I I r delta were on inland areas and have high potentia Is for

I\I Iupting the socio-ecological systems if not properly managed.
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It was established by Soneye (1995) that some lilt III III
along the entire Atlantic shoreline of Nigeria were bein will 1
away completely in recent times though more pr III 11111 d
around Escavos-Forcados, Nun-Brass - Akassa, Bonny AlII I!11I
and New Calabar - Bonny river mouths. Areas with IH11 1111
protection and water breakers were mapped to have r<(11111 11
low results.

Suitability of the techniques for sustainable disa t I I 11 I
operations and environmental protection were establ 11 11 hi
Soneye (2011 b). In Fasona, Omojola and Soneye, (2011),
mapped the sensitivity, risk levels and degradation pot III 11 I11
the oil and gas producing Mahin area of Ondo St It un l
discovered that mangrove ecosystems, scrub/con I I
grassland, farmland/fallow and built-up areas had III lit I
probabilities currently in that order while further simul ,I (Ill
identified soil, geology, elevation, distance to ocean and kx ulh I1I
of abandoned wells as having some highest probabllltl hi
about the next 100 years from now.

Impacts of perennial flooding and humanitarian relief IlIppl
chains for forty two (42) affected neighbourhoods of Ix (I )
Lagos Metropolis LGAs were mapped for 2010 and 201 I 11
Soneye (2014c) and proved that the incidences emanat 11111111
both natural and human-induced activities, led to larg I. 11
human displacement and loss of lives and assets; an I III 11
reliefs were mostly from neighbours, spiritual hom 11111
relatives directly to victims.

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, some of my key research and fi Idw(III
experiences are shown in Fig. 19. My publications (In ItI
reputable journals and most of them are accessible onlin . 1111 V
are cited in multi-disciplinary studies widely across the gl t I

revealed by frequent notifications at the respective webslt
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5.3 Research Collaborations
T~ foregoing exhibits the collaboration perspective
research endeavors and practices across disciplin
nations. I work with colleagues both in the sciences, {le

medical, marketing, environmental, education and bu III
sciences. My most recent encounter with the biological Cl III
led to a joint University of Lagos Botany - Geography III I
Group under the Leadership of Professor Toyin Ogundip ,( )VI
Academic and Research. We have got two key TET UNII
sponsored awards in 2015-2017 and 2017-2019.

The first on 'palynological and GIS modelling of climat 1111
land-cover changes around the Lagos coastal environm nt' w III
the DVC as Principal Investigator established that the L IClII
coastal environment is recording severe losses of its eco y I III
over time and that there is limited concern due to POIII
knowledge and scanty chronological records on It
landcover/landuse, climate and palynology which can hardly h
integrated for meaningful deductions and decisions. It aim I
generating the current land-cover patterns from remote s n III I,
climate data from downscaled models and analyze th f leI
palynological samples to recreate the past and predict the fuuu
landcover and climate with probability surface database IIHI
maps.

The second project on 'Land-use change and carbon emi >11
in south West Nigeria' has Dr. Mayowa Fasona as the Prin Ip I
Investigator. It aims at investigating the drivers and relation 11 p
between land use changes and carbon emission with a vi w le I
reducing the contribution of land use change-derived emis lon
to climate change in Nigeria. The project is just taking off. I 1111
in joint supervision of postgraduate students in tit I
departments. Mitchelllyabo Fasona whom I am co-supervl 11 1
with Prof. R.I. Egonmwan is on the last lap of her programm III
the Department of Zoology on 'Landscape conservation 11111
connectivity analysis for large mammals in Omo-Shasha-Oluw
Forest Reserves, South-West Nigeria'.
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n I1 nally, I started with the joint Lagos and Waterloo
n or of my trip to Ontario as a University of Lagos Research
I I nt and Postgraduate Student in 1991. I also have a
le It d Research Team on Healthcare, Disasters and

"" 1111 rian Logistics domiciled at the Hanken School .of
, ITlICSFinland with members from Finland, Sweden, India,

Itlll ,USA and Ghana; and another domiciled at the University
I v nger Norway with members in Finland and Sw~de~ ..N

,"l the hardworking relationship and support we maintain In
I ms have contributed to my current academic status.

VII Chancellor Sir. My international collaboration has not
I Iforded me the opportunities to exhibit my knowledg.e of

I atial techniques, it has also given me an edge to bridge
I n contemporary multi-disciplinary researches on resource

Iy s and development over the qeoqraphical space .of
I r culture and tradition. Perhaps, my career In geo-spatlal

ruuques and resource analysis was first arou~ed. by my mixed
" I md urban background, typical of an Egba indigene though

'" III ciously at that age, and my NYSC assignment ~t th.e
It 11) Gongola State which has seven different e~o-cllmatlc
'" nd close to 100 languages/ethno-cultural regions.

Training, Capacity Building and Mentoring .
11 v( produced four Ph.D. graduates as follows: Am~du
wolabi Ayeni (2010), Post-Doc in South Africa 2012); Isaiah

W nu Akoteyon (2014); Akinlabi Oluyemi Akintuyi (2015); and
cl bola Oluwatimilehin Daramola (2016). They have all
III ined in academics with a view to improving capacity

1IIIIIlIng in their respective areas of G~o-spatial techni~ues. At
" c.oncluding stage of Approval of Titles and Supervisors on
It r programmes are: Kayode Adeyemi Biney, Chukwuemek~
uthony Onyekwelu and Michelle Iyabo Fasona. Mbom-Abasl

lilY ng, Emmanuel Wunude, Kayode Fasunhan, Ara~ide
cl hola and Adepoju Olukayode Faderin are on the field
lI,ducting their data collection.

I hnv supervised more than 100 Masters Students .in the
11 p. rtment of Geography since I was employed In the
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University of Lagos as follows: M.Sc. Geography (42), M I I I
in Geographical Information Sciences (61) and M t. I 11
T~ansportation Planning and Management (11). I h v I1 11
supervised about 160 Bachelors Students, some of whom III I
mentored for further academic and professional careers PUI 1111
in geo-spatial technology within and outside the country, 1111I
have been good ambassadors of their Alma matter.

( Cl rdinator, Customized Programmes in Remote Sensing,
, rtography & Geo-nformation (1997-2000)

I III de the University of Lagos, I have served as External
I unlner to the Lagos State University (2016 - 2018) and the
I I I nal Centre for Training and Aerospace Surveys, lie Ife

'() t -Date). I have also assessed good numbers of Thesis
"11111 ome institutions for Ph. D. Awards and publications for

I .ul mic appointment and promotion. I served on the NUC
f f I ditation Team to the University of Abuja in June 2017.

5.5 My key Services to the University community
a. Member, Business Committee of Senate, University of Lago

(Elected by the Senate) (2017-2019)
b. Ag. Head, Department of Geography, University of Lagos (2 Oil

2009; 2015-2016)
c. Member, Board of Unilag School of Postgraduate Studies (2 () I

2005; 2006-2007, 2010-2013 and 2016-2017)
d. Pioneer President, Unilag Academic Cooperative Multipurpo

Society Ltd (2004-2010)
e. President, University of Lagos Senior Staff Club (2011-2012)
f. General Secretary, University of Lagos Senior Staff Club (20()()

2001; 2005-2006)
g. Chairman, University of Lagos Students Union Electoral

Committee (2015)
h. Senate Member, University of Lagos, University of Lagos (El tI

by Congregation) (2006 - 2010)
i. Member, Housing Committee, University of Lagos (Elected by

Congregation) (2008-2010)
j. Member, Vice Chancellor Search Team, University of Lagos

(Elected by Senate) (2011)
k. Hall Master, Eni Njoku Hall, University of Lagos (2014-2016)
I. Hall Warden, King Jaja Hall, University of Lagos (2006-2014)
m. Welfare Secretary, ASUU, Unilag Branch (2010 - 2012)
n. Chairman, Faculty of Social Sciences Results Vetting Commllt « ,

University of Lagos (2011 - Date)
o. Faculty of Social Sciences Representative, Task Force on Mi III

Results, University of Lagos (2010 - 2011)
p. Pioneer Coordinator, Masters in GIS & PGD GIS Programm

University of Lagos (2001 - 2008)
q. Initiator, Masters in Disasters Management, University of Lago

(2016)
r. Chairman, Geography Curriculum Development & Review

Committee (2010 - 2013; 2015-2016)

My on-going researches and practice currently
1111 : Palynological and Geographical Information System

Modeling of Climate and Landcover Changes around the
Lagos Coastal Environment

Project Initiator/Principal Investigator. Prof. Oluwatoyin
Ogundipe (DVC, A&R), University of Lagos

Principal Researchers: Prof. Alabi Soneye, Drs. Sola
Adekanmbi, Gbenga Adeonipekun, Tope Onuminya &
Mayowa Fasona (University of Lagos) and Dr. S. K.
Muyiolu (NIMET)

unders: Tertiary Education Trust Fund (TETFUND) /
University of Lagos

Duration: 2015 - 2017 (Six papers already appeared in peer-
reviewed conference proceedings or journals)

Title: Landuse change and Carbon Emissions in South-West
Nigeria

Principal Investigator. Dr. Mayowa Fasona, Department of
Geography, University of Lagos

Principal Researchers: Prof. Oluwatoyin Ogundipe, Prof.
Ademola Omojola, Prof. Alabi Soneye and Dr. Gbenga
Adeonipekun (University of Lagos)

Funders: Tertiary Education Trust Fund (TETFUND) /
University of Lagos.

Duration: 2017 - 2019

Title: Cross-national studies of Healthcare Services Quality,
Atmosphere and Outcome of Finland, India, Nigeria, the
Peoples' Republic of China and United States of America
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••
Project InitiatorllPrincipal Investigator: Professor Plil I I I

Department of Marketing & Corporate G oCjr IIII
Hanken School of Economics, Helsinki, Finland

Principal Researchers: Profs. Karen Spens (Hanken 1111111
Economics, Finland), Alabi Soneye (University of l III
Ritu Narang (Lucknow University, India), Wei Fuxlt 11 I IIII
Fan Xiucheng ((Tianjin University of Commerce, hili
Imoh Antai (Jonkopinq University, Sweden) and M I
Press (University of Berth, United Kingdom).

Funders: Liikesivistysrahasto (2006-2007); och Nannr IIv I
(2009-2011); Samt Hanken Foundation (2011 201 )
Academy of Finland/Hanken School of Economic ("01
Date).

Duration: 2009 till Date
Publications: Three (4) papers in reputable intern 101

journals and four (4) papers in peer-revi W
Proceedings.

iv. Title: Industrial Networks, Local Content and Competitive n
of Companies in Nigerian Oil and Gas Bu 1111
Development

Project InitiatorllPrincipallnvestigator: Professor Terje V, I. 1111,
University of Stavanger Norway (Project Initiator).

Principal Researchers: Profs. Alabi Soneye (Univer ily III
Lagos, Nigeria) and Richard Owusu (University of Vii

Finland/ Business School Linnaeus University, Sw d( 11)
Funders: EPCI Foundation Norway and Shell Petrol 11111

Development Corporation.
Duration: 2010 - Date.
Publications: One (1) major international journal public uon

and two (2) conference papers presented Ild/Ol
published in peer-reviewed proceedings.

Environmental impact assessment, post-impact
assessment and evaluation; sensitivity mapping,
bathymetry surveys and trajectory modelling; and,

d. Formulation of environmental, community, hazards, risks
and waste management plans.

Professional Associations and Boards of Journals
m an active member of the following professional
ciations:
Leadership in Environment and Development (LEAD),
United Kingdom, of which I received my Fellow in Mexico
City (2009),

I1 Nigerian Geographical Association (NGA)
Nigerian Cartographic Association (NCA)

d Production Operation and Management Society (POMS),
USA
International Association of Science and Technology for
Development (lASTED), Canada.

I Sustainable Energy and Environment, Malaysia.
I International Academy of African Business and

Development (IAABD).

I im the initiator and pioneer Editor-in-Chief on the Lagos
lournal of Geographical Information System (LJGIS). I am also

11/1 the Editorial Boards of the Journal of Humanitarian Logistics
uid Supply Chain Management of Elsevier and the Unilag
Journal of Humanities (UJH).

.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
( ) Geography Status should be revisited for Secondary

and Post-Secondary Schools
v. My Personally-funded Researches and Professional Precuc (

a. Measurements, database creation and monitorinq III
Concentration of Green House Gases (GHGs) r UI1c1
Landcover/Landuse Areas in Nigeria (2009-Date);

b. Disasters Assessment and management, hurnaniu rl 11
assistance, supply chain and service quality (2010 0 I )

'Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the Lord God
s he was walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and

they hid from the Lord God among the trees of the garden.
ut the Lord God called to the man, 'Where art thou?'. He
nswered, .. '/ was naked; so I hid." (Genesis 2: 8-10).
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Mr. Vice Chancellor, Sir. The above suggests that Ad rn, III
father of human race was the first to fail a Geo r 'pi y
examination. Perhaps, God would have pardoned him and I v ,
and would neither had kicked them out of the Garden of I I1
nor allowed him suffer any resource needs ever if he (Ad Ill)
had oriented himself spatio-temporally and replied )(1'

Geography question with a Geography answer. This asp I III

the scripture underscores the relevance of Geography I1I
humanity. In view of its emphasis on teaching resources, 11111
development opportunities and challenges, I ther hilI
recommend that the current status of Geography as opt! tl ,I
subject in the curriculum be reversed to a compulsory sub (I
status at the Secondary School level.

University students should be able to utilize simple web-b d
maps now on phones. Drivers need not stop at unauthorl <I
places, on fast lanes, in moving traffic most times to m k
enquiries on directions to destinations. Some end up b III I
misdirected, tricked to commit (traffic) offences or kidnapp d I
recommend that Universities should have a dedicated cour I

for Geography in General African Studies where students would
be exposed to geo-spatial technology and learn the geography
of their university neighbors. Students wishing to offer cour
in similar interdependent areas should not be discouraged r
prevented either. Some fundamental topics in geo-sp ti 1I
techniques should also be taught as part of general studie III
other post-secondary institutions.

(b) Application of Geo-Spatial Techniques in Decision
Making: Relevant Ministries, Agencies and Parastatals should
embrace geo-spatial technology for database creation,
management and revision, for which there are ampl
opportunities in some institutions. Cadre positions also must b
created for career promotion and to integrate knowledge by
gown and town.

(c) Disaster Warning, Preparedness and Management: I
recommend geo-spatial techniques for warning and response t
the increasing spates of various hazards and disaster risks In
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1111 country. It is high time that disaster insurance, corporate and
tuunanitarian supports, and logistic decisions are managed with
1111 I chnology.

( I) Census Enumeration: Geo-spatial techniques allows
1111 accuracy and transparency on resources and development
II1 Ir( cteristics in view of its being location-specific.

1111 quently, I recommend the technology absolutely for the
III xt census exercise in Nigeria, including the analysis and
.1 mination of the results at the levels of household,
I Illltneration/supervisory areas, communities/localities, LGAs
lid States. When this is done it will address the problem of

I1 It tion of census results by stakeholders as witnessed in
1"1 vious enumerations.

() Multi-disciplinary Researches and Collaboration:
1111 University of Lagos is the first in Nigeria to get an
ducational license of the state-of-the-art ARCGIS package of

I • f I Inc. USA, courtesy of the efforts of the Department of
1.1 graphy. Students of some departments across Faculties
Illcluding Environmental Sciences, Engineering, Sciences and

octal Sciences of the University are using the facility in good
number both at the undergraduate and graduate levels. I plead
with the University to keep faith with the agreement with ESRI
If) enable students and staff benefit maximally. I propose that
I qular exhibitions be organized to showcase the application
114 11 fits of the initiative and the output by users particularly
1110 of the students for enhanced information and career
f 'PI ortunities. For this I plead with those that are still frightened
hy Geography to focus on the message rather than the
1111 senger(s) and tap other numerous opportunities that
ihound locally and internationally.

(I) Data sharing: Any data not used is no data and any
I nowledqe not applied is a waste. It is in this wise that I suggest
10 olleagues to imbibe the spirit of sharing data, which they
II II lIy lock up in offices, to fill the gaps in research knowledge

111 J professional tasks of enhancing human needs in respective
I11lit . The University can digitalize spatially and make records
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accessible online for information management n I hi
demonstrate trust on finances, properties and stewardship

(g)" Faculty of Geographical Sciences in University
Lagos: Arising from my academic experience and this I 1111
presentation, Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir. It may be right to vi w
Geography both as an environmental, a medical, a pure/appl d,
a social science, a technological, a business and a hum nlly
science. Its multi-relationship with other disciplin 11
addressing fundamental development questions distinguish I
as a field of knowledge. Thus, it might be appropriat III

categorize it beyond the realms of a single department ill ,
faculty. As shown in Appendix 2, the focus, name and domi I
of the discipline varies across the globe and are determin d by
the specific development needs and challenges of ( 11
university regional environment.

I hereby propose a Faculty of Geographical Sciences for lilt
University of Lagos considering the importance of the fift 11
unique areas of specialization in the department currently for th
Lagos Region, the staff capability and resources potenti I I
recommend the following seven departments for the propo I
Faculty:
(i) Department of Geo-Information (for degrees in Rem

Sensing, Cartography and GIS)
(ii) Department of Transport and Logistics (for degree 111

Transport and Logistics)
(iii) Department of Climate Sciences and Climate Change
(iv) Department of Tourism and Planning Development (f I

degrees in Tourism and Planning Development)
(v) Department of Disasters Management (for degrees 11

disasters management)
(vi) Department of Physical Geography (to accommodate oth I

existing physical geography areas of biogeography,
geomorphology, HydrologylWater Resources)

(vii) Department of Human Geography (to accommodate oth I
existing human geography areas of settlement geography,
agricultural geography and medical geography,
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111 recommendation is compatible with our institutional,
11 I onal and national missions. It will strengthe~ local and
IIlh 111 tional collaborations and there are eVldence~ of

1/ I I, bility of staff and facilities for take-off, and students Will.be
1/ III ble for admission. Graduands would have better Job

'Ipportunities for the graduates, and the faculty could be self-
11 ,Inining in a not too distant future usmq resources from
111I,lborations.

(I ) Profelaria Disease in the University of Laqos .
I nnlly Sir, VC Sir. I wish to request for t~e eradlc~tlon of
/lwl laria in the University, a disease of the m.'nd resulting from
I I, te of great expectation, anxiety and weariness by a pers~n

lit Il1gassessed for promotion or appoi~tment to th~ professorial
I ulr . As periods of recommendation, advertisement and
P'O ssing become elongated, th.e symptoms becom.~ more
pll v lent ranging from sever~ .anx~ety,weariness, .hostlllty and
I It rtbursts at meetings to disillusions, hypertension, loss of
wc I ht and sometimes loss of appetites for food.

I III was once eradicated by the doggedness of the curr~nt
l Inlversity Management in clearing the backlogs ~f promotion
ornetimes ago but has resurfaced strongly due to no ~acancy,

IID promotion'. That our Medical Centre has no effective d~ug
tllly account for why some colleagu.es are into al~ernatlve
lilt rapies such as drinking and becoming prayer .warr~~rs. We
c .in adopt the templates of some other premier Universities that
do not have this syndrome.

I ( my fellow colleagues suffering from this ailm~nt, I ~alute your
I urage and patience, and can see many testlmonl.e.s ar~~nd
111corner. May your handwork be crowned with POSItivedivine
lit rvention according to your worth. I also suggest that you
pI sent your Inaugural Lectures in less than two years after
po sessing your possession.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
Not to die is to live. The challenges of underdevelopment III
o'\.erwhelming. Yet the path to success looks simple. Any so I IV
that aims at breaking the jinx of the cycle of underdevelopm III
cannot afford not to know what resources people need, wh If
they can find uses for them and how they can be transform d
from 'neutral stuff'. Geo-spatial techniques are revolutioni Ill.,
perspectives in researches by aiding simplification lid
integration of spatial and non-spatial data at geographic se I
with spatial precision for visualization, and understanding 01
resources relationships.

The gaps in the dichotomy of strategies and processes r I
broad-based planning, management and development 1
resources which cut across disclphnes are being bridged. G
spatial techniques are providing greater choices for data an I
information gathering and access.

The demand for thematic-focused systems in geo-spati 1
analysis will continue to grow in line with new frontiers In
development and need for openness in decision process .
Researchers in multiple disciplines and professionals with
different perspectives will continue to strive for innovative ide
for which spatial technology is known to support. Henc
sustained growth in the area of geo-spatial technique ,
especially those that are at the early stages of development and
applications presently, would remain sustained. Developin
nations will thereby have beneficial opportunities in the problem-
solving tools for facing their challenges. Meaningful
development of resources and humanity will continue to elud
those without appropriate interest in the multi-disciplinary
researches of using Geo-Spatial Techniques and application.

In the words of Stein (2017), spatial is now a first-class citiz n
in most data bases. People in Geo-spatial technology have be n
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Willking with, and are organizing, other researchers following
1111 dvent of modern geo-spatial technology.

II n lot of work, sometimes ideal for only convicts. Bu~it ~s.done
I" c. use the only way to make it happen is 'someone w~lIlng to
IIt) It. He must like to learn about what academiC. =
1" III ssional things others are up to ".He .must love .sharlng In
1111 Ir victories and commiserate on their failures. For If these d?
III ,I happen, who would they share data and ideas. with over their
llrull tions. Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, I am never frightened to be
I III of the 'someone'.

I 1(/1 s and Gentlemen, may you nev~r fa.il. Geography
(It tions like Adam. Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir. This ISthe end of
lily I cture.

11.0 GRATITUDE .
11 no doubt that this component of my Lecture IS the mo~t
d lllcult to write because I have come across so many peopl~ In
lily career that space and time would not afford me to ~entlon.
I urn really grateful and I sincerely thank everyone, I Wish to be
I onvinced of being forgiven by whoever I am not able to
icknowledqe by name in person or in group.

I r t to acknowledge is the Almighty Allah, the most Beneficent
uid the most Merciful, without whom I would not have been, or
\11 in this academic pedestal. I am proud of .~he fac.tory of

'he mi' Mr. Jimoh Alamu Soneye and 'Maarni Ab~n.' Sa rat
, neye (of blessed memory) for manufacturing a~d training m.e:
I ippreciate my siblings: Mrs. Suwebat Osenl, Mrs Olab.,s,
/\klnbode (USA), Mrs. Anifat Sofolahan and .. Mrs. Mutiat
/\ J keye, Muyiwa and Bukola Sami and their families.

I p rticularly acknowledge my uncle and de-facto f~ther, Mr.
11 meed Alamu Soneye and his family on my academic career.
, my 'mother' Mrs. Sifau Soneye and children, Alhaji Surakat
I neye, my entire paternal Yusuff - Son eye and maternal
/\d osun families of Abeokuta, I say thank you for your values
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and supports. My paternal Uncle, Late Alhaji Kafaru Oluwol
Tinubu (K.O.) has always wished I am a Professor and I ru
hqppy I have not disappointed him, the wife Alhaja Bintu Tinubu
the ~hildre~ (Messrs. Sola, Deji, Wale, Kunle and Jide Tinubu):
Dr. Jide Idns and their families. I appreciate my in-laws, Mr
Olufunke Lawal, Uncle Samson Akande (aka Samrose), Mr
Oyetunde Adepelu, Uncle Segun Fabiyi, Mr. Sunday Akand
and indeed the entire Akande, Lawal and Fabiyi families.

I am grateful to all my Elders and Leaders from 'home' and my
teachers at St. Peters Anglican School Abakuyamo, Si.
Bernadette's Private School Abeokuta, Abeokuta Grammar
School and School of Basic Studies Ijebu Ode. Special
ac~now!edgeme~t to the following laid the foundation for my
U~lv~rslty pursuit: Mr. Fredrick Olawale Oridota, my 'Abeo'
Principal of blessed memory and his Team; my Lecturers at
School of Basic Studies Ijebu Ode: Professors Dele Badejo,
Kofoworola Aderogba, Wakillshola and Joyce Omenai; and, Dr.
Fak~la~e (~f blessed memory) who convinced me to accept
admission Into Geography rather than changing to Finance or
Actuarial Science.

f knowledge Professor Adeniyi Osuntoku, Mrs Maurine
"lit yo and the entire LEAD Teams especially my Cohort-13

I (Ill agues. Thank you my mentors and friends from other
I III v rsities: Professors Funsho Olorunfemi, Olusegun Areola,
I If raphers Kayode Bamgbose, Dixon Ajayi, Cornelius
1\1 •mni, and indeed all the colleagues and delegates from other
111 IItutions such as Universities of Ibadan, Obafemi Awolowo
lltllversity, University of lIorin, University of Benin, University of
Ilort Harcourt, Federal University of Agriculture Abeokuta,
t Jnlversity of Abuja, Federal University of Technology Akure,
t~q ria Defence Academy, Bayero University Kano, Uthmanu
11.111 Fodiyo University, Lagos State University, Olabisi Onabanjo
t Jmversity, Tai Solarin University of Education, Moshood Abiola
t Iniversity of Technology/Polytechnic, Nasarawa State
t Inlversity, Yaba College of Technology, Federal College of
I.md Resources Technology, Adeyemi College of Education
III NIOMR.

I .im able to sit under a shade today because some people
pl.mted the tree a long time ago. My University Lecture~s
(11 erve profound appreciation for infesting me their workaholic
I1 nits and respect with razor-sharp mind on teaching and
/( earch. Emeritus Professor Adeniyi and Professor Ademola
( rnojola not only discovered me during my undergraduate days
by employing me as their Research Assistant, they mentored
111 ceaselessly and supervised my Ph.D. with innumerable

1 istance from Professor Olayinka Balogun - my 'Third'
upervisor and Professor Babajide Alo - the (then) Dean School

or Postgraduate Studies as well as Mr. A. J. Aliu and Barrister
M. A. Alaga in the (then) School of Postgraduate Studies. Other
I GS Deans and their Teams have also been so encouraging

pecially Professors Aloy Ejiogu, Vincent Olatunji, L.O.
Lhukwu and Solomon Akinboye.

I acknowledge all my colleagues at different schools and their
families: Members of my Agsoba Club 782, Agsoba Unilag
Chapter and Agsoba Lagos Branch; SBS: TPL Tayo Awomosu,
Omokehinde Odutola, Bamidele Aluko, Adetola Owuye, Rotimi
Adetola Ahmed, and Dolapo Ogundaini; Professors Samuel
Gbadebo Odewumi (LASU), Jay-Kay Aremu (NDA), Adunbi
Ogundele (UNAD), Or. Kola Adewuyi, Dr. Oluyemi Akande
(FECOLART), Dr. Oladayo Ibrahim, Dr. Abimbola Odumosu
Kayode Biney, TPL Nelson Ojoade, Messrs. Niyi Alayaki,
Adebayo Ojo, Chief Tunji Rosiji, Yinka Obafemi-Moses
(Sofekun), Kareem Lawal, Nsikak Ukim, Lastman Etuk, Kehinde
Oz~wuro, ~d~lani Adeleye, Tee-Kay Oyekan, Mrs. Iyabo Ayinla,
Abiodun AJaYI,Engr. Sunkanmi Somoye, etc. I rofessors Nurudeen Alao infected me with Analytic

ography, Jonathan Ekpeyong exposed me to practical
rtography and Michael Abegunde (RIP) was my erudite
omorphology Teacher and Supervisor of my Bachelors

I roject. Thank you for everything Emeritus Professor Ayinde

I thank Professors Kayode Oyesiku, Niyi Gbadegeshin, Sanni
Mashi Abubakar, Ayo Omotayo and other Members of the
Council of Association of Nigeria Geographers. I also
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, I

Adalemo, Emeritus Professor Oyebande, Late Professor
Simeon Oyediran Ojo, Olukunle Adegbola, Mr. Adefolalu (RIP).
PrQfessor David Oyeleye and Professor Akintola-Arikawe. I
acknowledge my other Lecturers in the Department 01
Mathematics: Professors 'Baba' Esan (RIP), Ray Okafor, S. 0
Ajala, Kenku and Or. Deshmock. I thank Professors Ezeki I
Ogundowole and Sophie Oluwole, my Philosophy Lecturers.

I enjoyed the support of my colleagues in the Department
especially when I acted as the Head in 2008/2009 and
2015/2016 Academic Years. Professor Iyiola Oni (my Dean),
Professor Demola Omojola (my Head of Department current),
Drs. Tunji Babatola, Idowu Balogun, Joyce Omenai, Oscar
Uluocha, Kunle Ogunkunle, Feyi Oni, Segun Adeaga, Akin
Akintuyi, Owolabi Ayeni, Godwin Ekop, Mayowa Fasona, Sakiru
Odunuga, Emmanuel Ege, Alex Uriri, Peter Elias, Vide
Adedayo, Kemi Ojekunle and Bunmi Adegun. I acknowledge the
past and present administrative staff members of the
Department of Geography: Mrs. Abegunde (former Registrar of
the University), Mrs. Aderiye, Mr. Johnson Fasunhan, Mrs
Apata, Bukola Kazeem, Taiwo Salawu, Margaret Achor, Sidikat
Adeyanju, Victoria Adebiyi, Sarah Babawale, Titilayo Olayiwola,
Samuel Udofia and Alimi Waidi as well as our GAs including
Temitope Ogunbiyi, Toyyebat Taiw. You contributed immensely
to my administrative experience and services to the community.
I pray God will reward you all accordingly.

I am happy to have produced very unique, hardworking and
mentorable Ph.D. holders: Drs. Amidu Owolabi Ayeni, Isaiah
Akoteyon, Akin Akintuyi and Adebola Daramola. I acknowledge
those at various stages of their theses completion: Messrs.
Kayode Biney, Michelle Fasona, Chukwuemeka Onyekwelu,
Inyang Mbom-Abasi Udofia, Emmanuel Wunude, Oluwakayode
Fasunhan. Adebola Aramide and Adepoju Faderin. All my
numerous former and current masters and undergraduate
students and all those that have passed through my Resource
Analysis Research Group are acknowledged. Great Akokites!
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I 11 ve received exceptional fellowship from my own a~ the
t lnlversity of Lagos Senior Staff Club where I wrote a~preclable
portion of my PhD. Thesis and Papers as a resul~ of Its ~ere~e
It I, tion and working facilities, courtesy of successive University
A Iministrations. I thank my colleagues for their inputs and ~or
tol rating me at our Unilag Academics Cooperative
Multipurpose Society Ltd, Business Committee of Senate,
A, demic Staff Union of Universities, my co-researchers and

I, ff of the Faculties of Social Sciences, Sciences, Arts and
I nvironrnental Sciences, the Board of School of Postgraduate

ludies and 'MAT' 840' Team. I appreciate the Federal Road
fety Corps Family and my brothe.rs from. ano~her mothers:

, nerals Benjamin Ipinyomi and Enitan KUtl,.Chle~ :Adedokun
Adekanye and Alhaji Sunmola Bakare and their families.

I rofessor Bruce Mitchell, Ron Bullocks and Wendy Wynia and
their families were influential to my training at the University of
Waterloo Canada in 1992. They gave me unrestricted acce~s to
their libraries and facilities, and equally ensured I mixed
Waterloo academics with Shakespeare fun at Waterl.oo-
Kltchener with Toronto CN Towers, Niagara Falls relaxation,

ntario Wonder Lands and that Bumpy-Jumpy. Dr. Idowu
logun survived that accident of 1993 that could have cut our

lives short as we drove to Sokoto regularly between 1990 and
1994 on our joint Nigeria - Canada Research Project.

My cross-continent researches and international collaborat.ion
11 ve been facilitated by my former student, Dr. Imoh Antai of
Jonkoping University Sweden. Professors Pia P?lsa - ?U~

rincipal Investigator at Hanken School of Economics Helsinki
f- inland, Karen Spence and Jyongi (Hanken S~hool o~

conomics), Ritu Narang (L~ckn?w Univers,ity India),. Wel
uxiang (Tianjin Normal University, People.s Rep~bllc of
hina), Richard Owusu (University of Vaasa, Flnla~d/Llnnaeus

University School of Business Sweden), Terje Valaa~d
(University of Stavanger, Norway) and Kate Hughes (Ma~quane
University, Australia) are role models, very accommodating and

xceptionally liberal.
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The following nurtured me into contributing my technical
expertise to services and development at various levels: The
five ~Unilag Consult musketeers and pioneers of EIAs in Nigeria
(Proressors Kola Kusemiju, Babajide Alo, Kayode Amund, Dele
Olowokudejo and Jonathan Ekpenyong) with Professor Olusoji
IIori leading us boys on assignments. I thank the following and
their Study Teams: Professors Lucian Obinnna Chukwu,
Aderopo Akinsoji on Mambila voyages, Prof. Yemisi Dayo and
Tripple E, Dr. Jude Amaefule Patrick Egekenze and Emerald,
Late Dr. N.V. Okoye and Multient, Dr. Oluyemi Akande and
Owerri Team, Engr. Alex Akintoye Akinuliola and Bright
Consults, Engr. Alex Egenti and Millennium Shipping, Asiwaju
Anthony Ojesina Ojesina, Engr. Tayo Seriki and Global, Messrs.
Niyi Arimoro and AFEL, Babatunde Osho and Global Impact,
Adeolu Adeojo and, Babsal, Kaybordsons, Sterling, the FMEnv,
DPR and other Teams from the Federal and State Ministries
Agencies and Parastatals. '

While putting this lecture together I reflected again on the
miraculous trips to volatile and youth-restive communities and
sites by roads, air, low and higfworkh waters; the kidnaps at
Kula, Brass, Ogidigben, Cawthorne Channel, Soku, Aboloma,
Brass, Bille and Bonny; coming face-to-face with illegal
bunkerers unexpectedly, the treks on rugged terrains hours,
sleeping in a N20 hotel with my current Dean at Kaduna, etc.
etc. The experiences I gathered there-from taught me to be
appreciative of challenges to development and afforded me to
contribute in turning such to blessings geo-spatially.

Many thanks to all the University Management Teams that God
has used on my career. I was employed as an A.L. during the
Vice Chancellorship of Professor Nurudeen Alao, promoted by
Late Professor Jelili Omotola to LII, Professor Oye-Ibidapo Obe
to L/ and S.L. and Late Professor Tokunbo Sofoluwe /Professor
Rahamon Bello to Associate Professor. I shall not forget my
Deans at various faculties including Professor Olayinka Balogun
who employed and promoted me in the Faculty of Environmental
Science as well as Professors M.O. Adejuyigbe, Layi Olurode,
Tunde Makanju, Omololu Soyombo and Iyiola Oni of the Social
Sciences as well as their families.
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My adopted Deans at the Faculty of Arts - Pr?fessors Duro Oni
lid Muyiwa Falaiye resettled me when my office was con~umed

I,V fire in 2009 while Professors Bayo Otitoloju, Dr. Yerni Oke,
1\11 u Sanya and the entire Staff Club stood by me at the
N rtronal Orthopaedic Hospital when I crashed my el.bow. I.thank
'/. ry much the eo-residents of Baiyajjida CI~se, friends In th.e
1\1 t Block the University Moslem Community, the Academic

tiff Unit: Audit, Senate and Ceremonies, Un!lag Press,
lntormation Unit, Radio, Works and Services, M~dlc~1 Centre,

uditoria Management and Audit on your c~ntrlbut~ons .. Drs:
I\y Yusuff, Mayowa Fasona, Amidu O:"ol~bl A~enr, Aklnl~bl
Aklntuyi and Alimi Nurayn assisted in reviewing this Manuscript.

Any observer or player in the University of Lagos would
r.ornrnend the dexterity and openness of the current
III nagement which have sustained unprecede.nted peace,
le etherness and growth in the human and ~ate~lal resources
I well as academic and services of the University .. 1am ~ery
lr teful to the Vice Chancellor and father to all .m ~nllag,

I rofessor Rahamon Bello and Management for c~nslderlng me
w rthy to be promoted a full Professor. I appreciate our three
I puty Vice Chancellors - Professor Toyin Ogundipe (my P.I.),
I rofessor Ben Oghojafor (whom we started Transport

ommittee together) and Professor Sade Ogunsola, the
f gistrar, the Bursar and the Chief Librarian. I pray for a nearest
future when all the University records a~d database are
digitalized spatially for public access and easier management.

od gave me a wonderful family from whom I have received
rn ximum support on my career. M~ dear wi!e, ,Co~ma~der

lubunmi Elizabeth Titilayo Soneye IS a specia! God s gift t~
rne' and a wonderful mother to my children Miss Opeyerni
Maryam (Istanbul Kermerbugaz University, Turkey), Ebunoluwa
I. inab Oluwakemi (our 'Lawyer' and Labour Prefect at
International School, Lagos) and Akorede Samson?een

kanlawon (my brother and BECE Graduate of Inter~atlona!
chool Lagos). Your understanding and support made Daddy

what he is today.
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Appendix 1: Some Key Research and Development
Application Areas of Geo-Spatial Techniques

A1 Boundaries Demarcation and Conflicts Resolution
I sues of boundaries on land, air and maritime regions for administrative
purposes in Nigeria recently can be traced to the amalgamation of several
hitherto independent ethnic, socio-linguistic and cultural groups into a
political colony and later a federation. Boundary disputes result from
disagreement on administrative territories, boundary position and control

( borderline resources. Many communities in almost every state 'of the
f deration have continued to experience one case of boundary disputes

r another with a neighbor for political, socio-religious or economic
r asons. Neighbouring communities with natural divides such as relief and
waterbodies are not spared while the number and degree of violence have
been increasing. Creation of states and LGAs, aimed at addressing
Identified imbalances at particular points in time have always raised new
contention of boundary demarcation, adjustment and disputes. Most

dministrators of LGAs especially the elected Chairmen and Councilors
do not know their areas of jurisdictions however.

Boundary lines in Nigeria must be mutually defined by stakeholders and
r solution of ensuing conflicts be so resolved explicitly with geo-spatial
tochnology. The areas of application include mapping, demarcation and

valuation of frontier resources, production of established boundary limits,
zoning and pillars on boundary maps and geo-spatial databases and
utilization as burning proofs of documentation evidences and investigation

f cases of acquisition, trespass and encroachment. Cameroon used such
n evidence to win its case against Nigeria on the Bakassi Peninsular at

the International Court of Justice t. Incidental deployment of interactive
nalysis of maps and remotely-sensed images in the GIS environment is

the most fundamental for these operations and for researches and
d velopment on the aspects of jurisdiction, peace and justice.

A2 Land Ownership and Management
I he laudable intention of the Nigeria Landuse Decree of 1978 to improve
I nd administration in Nigeria has continued to be marred by non-
ivallability of spatial data. Hence the current spate of land ownership

ses by land speculators 'omo oniles', land grabbers ('ajagungbales')
md other land possession crimes which usually lead to unwarranted

w stages and sometimes untimely deaths of disputing parties. Data for
ood landuse and ownership evaluation and monitoring must be timely,

sily retrievable and cost-effective in spatial formats. Geo-spatial
I chniques will support the major objective of carrying out landcover and
I nduse mapping and analysis with a view to reducing uncertainties about
lh land which is the major natural resources in developing countries.
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A3 Agriculture and Food Security
Ba~d on the ~ata that are collected on crop performance, agriculturists
are. Intereste? In the aspe~ts ~f.physico-chemical characteristics of soils,
their capa.bllity a~d suitabihty for maximum production. Hydro-
meteorolog~cal serv.lces.for weather and climate are required for better
understanding of climatic elements (mainly rainfall and temperature) as
well a~ the potenti~ls of hydrology and water resources for irrigation, soil
retention and erosion. With these, prediction plans and early warning
forecasts can be ma~e of land suitability and capability, the types of crops
to grow and the specific inputs required for target yields.

Spatial an~lysis of transport network and connectivity will enhance plans
for accessing the fields for administration of inputs and transporting the
pro~uce to storage sites, processing plants and markets. Other areas of
agricultural application are mapping the locational distribution offarms and
farmers target assistance, growing regions and field acreages soil
surve~s, governm~nt extension services, water resources and irrigation
potennats. Others Include crop and livestock surveys for area extent, plant
vigour and dro~~ht, pests and diseases, and control of weeds, diseases
and pests. Decision makers need to know where.

A4 Settlement and Housing
As one of the. basic ~ssentials of man, settlements and housing landuses
and .ownershlp ~re In const~nt changes all over the globe. The data
reqUlr~d f?r taking .appro~rlate. decisions have always been elusive
especl~IIy In developing n.atlons In view of the conventional techniques of
collecting such. Depending on the resolution, aerial imageries have
enhanc~d the data access on settlements such as the precise sites, nature
of .t~rraln an~ landscape, sizes and changes over time, number of
buildinqs, available amenities and effectiveness of urban and regional
plans.

Image ~exture, alig~ment of roads and footpaths and interspersing both
vegetation and agricultural landuses are some of the surrogates to map
rural settlements on while geometrical shapes and layout of buildings,
nature of roads ~nd reflectance characteristics of roofs, parks and
ornamental trees directly reveal a lot of spatial information on houses in
bot~ rural and urban areas. With spatial analysis, it is easier to determine
att~lbutes such as settlements and housing densities as well as nearest
neiqhbors and hierarchies.

Geo-spatial tec~nology is useful for creating seamless property databases
for documentation of numerous cadastre attributes including ownership
ten~~cy, available a~~nities, status of tenements and other charges i~
addl~l?n .to the revrsron and. evaluation of observed or reported
modification legally and otherwise. It supports visualization and further
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11 lysis of the attributes and pictures of the properties, facilities and
owners for necessary technical, legal and institutional decisions. With this,
11has become easier to develop and revise landuse plans, plan and
mplernent revenue generation, query and extract approval and conformity
of ownership and functions as well as expose mutation of regulations and
ipprovals. In this wise Building Information System (BIS), has emerged
I a new branch of Gee-spatial technology for assets management,

r newability and 'future city' projects, infrastructure engineering,
tructural, architectural and energy designs, construction of buildings and

1111 riors, emergency responses and building life cycle.

A Transport
U ers are critical of the transportation network and connectivity for
p inorarnic views of streets, real-time traffic conditions, distances between
locations, route planning and travel times by trekking, bicycle, car and
public transport. The most significant routes are by roads and footpaths
md are of linear typology in the geo-spatial environment. They are the

siest to discern on maps and remotely-sensed images and the best
urrogates for identify other features especially settlements and amenities.

I hey are about the most evaluated using different models in spatial
inalytical technique.

eo-spatial techniques are used to provide interactive web maps and
I rial imageries which are now deployed on phones and computer by

many countries and languages as solution to travelling problems of times
md distances in many-to-many scenarios, routing services, time-specific

I ochrones of complex township traffic as well as movement of heavy duty
v hicles and hazardous materials. Information such as road
characteristics and controls of distance matrix, speed limits, restrictive
lJ es of roads and bridges, weight limits and turning radius are spatially
r ferenced and built into the transport systems to access in panoramic
( 60°), horizontal/vertical, rotational and three-dimensional views of static
lnd motion information and pictures.

ospatial techniques support safe water transport through bathymetry
urveys, Environmental Impacts Assessments and numerous strategic
tudies for water transport development plans. Established hazards and

rl k spots such as wrecks spots which characterize many Nigeria
w terways currently, shallow areas in need of dredging and high turbid
zones are part of the spatial databases on water transport. Risk zone
In ps for surging seas allow for establishing areas of future vulnerability
to submergence, flooding and erosion from sea level rise and maritime

ctlvities. They provide good selection of data layers to choose from by
u ers. They generate estimates and projections for coastal area extents

nd visualization of models in digital elevation perspectives.
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Most of the transport applications are operational on Google Google
Chrorrf'e, Mozilla, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Apple Iphone, Android, Safari
Blac~berry an? Research-In-Motion (RIM) browsers. Other essentiai
locat.lon attractions of geo-spatial technology on road transport databases
for displays and search are basic commuter amenities and services such
as feature names and house numbers, packing spaces and transit stops
parks ~nd hotels, cinemas and theatres, restaurants and bars. $om~
na~lgatlonal packages support customized visualization in aerial and
?bhque an~les. They are also deployable on mobile application such as
lOS, Android and Windows phones.

A6 Utilities
Utilities around settlements areas include schools, recreational centers
mar~ets.' ~ater and telecommunication facilities. Specific areas of
apphcatl~n Include planning, inventory and monitoring of utilities locations
and .attn~~tes such as ownership, age, usage and performance
functionalitles, site conditions and encroachment, facility compliance and
safety code for routine management, schedules for maintenance and
upgrades, emergency response and environmental assessment.

A 7 Tourism and Recreation
Ge~-spatia.1 technology is useful in tourism, recreation and hospitality
buslne~s. In terms of systematic inventory of tourism resources
ascertaining sUit.~~ilityof site.sa.ndsights, simulating and modeling spatiai
outcomes of fa.clh~les,establishinq areas of recreational conflicts of intent
and uses, rnonitorinq specitic indicators and level of patronage, projecting
revenues and other .e?onomlc and social benefits, query and visualization
of database for declsl?n ~upport~. It is ideal for compiling and producing
maps and other spatial Information for tourists in digital and analogue
~aps a.nd videos whic~ are usually web-based; provide selective
Informa~lonfor ro~te planning, accommodation, natural and cultural events
of special attractions. The beneficiaries are for both the tourists, the
owners and managers of the tourist facilities and quality control enforcers.

AS Climate and Climate Change
Alth.ou~~, climate change is now a responsibility of all, nevertheless
~vall~b!hty . of long-term and high-quality climate records remain
insufflcient I~ many parts of the developing world. Meteorological agencies
are responslbte for the management of climate data for climate change
analysis, Impacts and ~iti~ation decisions by respective stakeholders.
Ho~ever, the data quahty IS hampered by gaps in recordings, obsolete
eq.UlPr:nentand some .general issues of attitude and behavior towards
SCientificand technological researches in many parts of the world.

neration and analysis of meteorological and climatic data as well as
Improvement of the data using rigorous gap-filling and spatial time-series
inalyses remain in the realms of geography and geo-spatial technology.

I rivers of climate change such as urbanization, industrial activities,
cl forestation, etc. are generated from remotely-sensed data to
understand and predict models of the future outlook of climate and the
Impacts on the environment.

Awareness for climate change has increased more steadily due to free
recess to plethora of online spatial data and maps. Interactive climate
hange maps are accessible to convey contributions of pollution and
reenhouse gases (GHG) data based on consumption, emission,
issumptlon and historical rates by countries and regions to climate

change. Map users can now analyze the map for rigorous statistics and
have the ability to customize generated maps by varying layer information
uch as year of data, carbon emission values, canopy cover and other

data layers. The maps can be viewed at different resolutions and scales
for specific areas of jurisdiction. They can be plotted in graphs and charts

nd can be customized and down loaded freely using varied tools.

A9 Air Quality
Arising from climate and climate change is data collection, monitoring and
prediction of air quality and pollution levels which are equally the business of
metrological stations globally. Geo-spatial techniques provide free and open
ource data on climatic elements, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and

carbon emissions for some parts of the globe. Satellite sensors have been
ble to pick reflectances of concentrations of particulate matters of up to

PM2.5across some parts of the globe. The image-maps generated from
these are used to determine averages of the particles for respective
locations around pollutant sources such as power plants. It is feasible to
visualize the results for locations comparatively in the global field and in
time-lapse videos with zoom and pan capabilities. These can be further
ubjected to advanced programming interfaces in JavaScript and python

for various objectives. Researchers extrapolate factors that determine
climate change and their seasonality.

A10 Health and Healthcare Services
The challenge of matching supply with demand of health services has

Iways been an issue for the profession. Amongst others, cases abound
on the types of hospital and facilities to provide, frequency of medical

upplies and number of health personnel to deploy to community and
other geographical regions based on the specific population in care need

t normal and on emergency periods. These are issues of what, where
nd when.
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The most common areas of geo-spatial techniques in medical geography
includ•• inventory and mapping of existing health projects, resources and
status, priority public health problems, populations at risk over time and
space. Public health, disease transmission surveillance and progression
assessments as well as environmental health and sanitation
characteristics are all geographic and better understood through spatial
techniques. This also applies to finding optimal locations for new ones and
determining how many more to establish.

opportunities and access to social amenities and sophistication of
IIv lihood. Geo-spatial technology is ideal for creating databases on the
human-based geographical profiles and linking them with crimes statistics
uch as the types, numbers, seasonality and resilience (e.g. community

p licing) by communities.

The technology is significant for evaluating vulnerability threats of regions,
d termining strategic positions, jurisdictions and functionalities of crime
11 hting institutions and operational facilities, access by crack teams to
crime spots, track offenders and post-attack appraisal f~r .further ac~ion
I rmulation and implementation. These account for why It IS a paradigm
hlft towards effective policing through training and retraining of personnel

well as funding in related science and information technology.

Market research of catchment area analysis of distances to residences are
achievable through geometric algorithm of thiessen polygons while the
analysis of potential demand for services are determined with interpolation
of demographic data with that of facilities. Further, epidemiology studies
for diseases risks and behaviours, history and distribution of diseases
endemicity and factors, capacity for bed surge occupancies of in-patients,
fluctuations of outpatients, effectiveness of preventive control measures
and diagnostics/drug administration are better understood with geo-spatial
technology. As such management of electronic medical records with
spatial entities have become popular a health decision support system.
They are being implemented using mobile GIS for health control and
management.

A13 Security and Modern Warfare
Br akthroughs in military navigation and communications have improved
Ir mendously since the launch of a first reconnaissance satellites. by the
USA and Russia at the close of the 1950s. Civil and military satellites are
n w designed to carry payloads which generate large volume of data that

r automated with relevant collateral information from maps, ground
r connaissance, internet sites and administrative records usi~g geo-
p tial techniques for tactical decisions during war and peace alike. War

rnl sions require good judgments of the terrain. They have been enhanced
by ground-breaking geo-spatial technology for tactical positioning and
r positioning of camps, routes, bridges and cover~ for ba~lefields
rn neuvering of troops and circumvent obstacles, supplies of equipment,

mmunitions and other amenities to personnel, evaluating the capabilities,
p Itions and routes of enemies as well as for tactical withdrawal and

v cuation.

A11 Hydrology and Water Resources Management
Hydrological stations are established to characterize flows and discharges
which are required for making decisions on the entire components of a
typical hydrological cycle. Amongst others, the data collected are meant
for understanding, design and/or management of watersheds, aquifers,
reservoirs, water supply schemes, runoffs and characteristics, drainage
channels, sediment loads and movement floods and other maritime
hazards, marine 'transport, navigation aids a'nd irrigation programmes. Information in military databases are employed to appraise advances of

up rations, monitor post-operations/ post-attacks for r~construction and
'" p historical battlefields for mines and enemy traps. Sinqhal (2004) h~s
'lined that the future in battlefield scen.ari.os is vastly differ~nt from ItS

If rdltional version as technological superiority, weapon effectiveness and
1« r mixes for rapid response and precision strike in the military will be
mor important than conventional numerical superiority. Emergent fu~ler
« « ntrol of the spatial data with high resolution space imaging is teaching
III world to expect the skies to be more and more open and with better

11 better technology to penetrate attempts at avoidance of war and use
«I' mouflage and other deception.

Hydrological studies have developed from traditional field measurements
and calibration to the use of digital techniques of sensing radiation and
energy reflectance from waterbodies to determine the parameters directly
or using surrogates. Modern day hydrology uses geo-spatial techniques
to experiment for wave characteristics, marine and flood plain ecology,
aquaculture and bathymetry. These and other basic characteristics such
as temperature, relief, bottom sediments, turbidity and pollution levels are
being modelled and produced in maps in numerous computer-based
packages for researches and management decisions.

A12 Crime and Policing
Profiles of safety and crime importance are spatial in nature and for which
geo-spatial techniques are deSigned to address. They include
characteristics of the living environment, population and peoples' attitudes
and behaviour, demographic attributes of occupation, literacy and income,
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4 The Environment
( • patial techniques afford users the ability to have access to

nvlronmental data from different sources and in varied models thereby
11. uraging systematic approaches and reducing overall costs and
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institutional overlaps .. in information collection and management. It
enhances comparability and compatibility of diverse data sets and
encourages spatial analysis in environmental studies which would have
otherwise been easily ignored due to quantification phobia and cost. Until
recentl~, the use in environmental studies has been reserved for
evaluating very large and geographically expansive projects such as
hydroelectric p~we~ and large-scale urban development where high
values of lands Justify the expenditures on elaborate data from mapping
and remotely-sensed satellite data ..

models on climates of the past. It is in these perspectives that the products
of geo-spatial techniques are in mapboxes and OpenStreetMaps for
understanding ecosystems destruction and effects on mammals, birds,
and amphibians as well as other habitats, survival migration and in-motion
displays. These allow extrapolation of such factors of climate change and
their seasonality to understand erratic weather behaviours.

On impacts asse~s":lents of p~ogrammes, the technology supports
ma~plng and descriptlon of baseline characteristics of natural resources
at d!fferent levels of magnitude, resolution, aggregation and evaluation of
~nvlron~ent?l. stress. Because it is useful for' integrating diverse
Info~matlon, It IS employed for assessment of the actual response of the
en~lronment to stresses and evaluation of the probability and magnitude
of n~ks consequ~nt upon new exposure to the proposed project activities
.feaslbl~ alternatives. The d~ta provided are useful for monitoring and
evaluation of the ever dynamic components of the environment and view
of sce~arios i~ map models thereby presenting decision makers with
bett~r. information .for feasible options. Assessment reports, maps and
statl~tlca.1summanes are created with ease for technical analysis and
publ~cbne~~gs ~her~by in?reasing transparency and broadened scope of
public partlcipatlon In project implementation. Some packages generate
maps for vlsu~1 compa~i~on of bio-capacity to ecological footprint which
are sound basis for decidinq project impacts and management

A15 Forestry and Ecosystem Services
The broad scale of ecosystems services from mangroves, forests and
grassland~ r~ng.efrom provisions of food and shelter to supply of fresh water
and fu~I, vis-a-vIs the cultural benefits of recreation, aesthetic, inspiration and
education. The parameters for effective management which are geo-based
and are supported b.ygeo-spatial ~ec~niquesinclude forestry cover inventory
as ~.ell. as ev~luatl.~n and rnonitorinq changes. in species, taxonomies,
families a~d dlv~rsltles. Gee-spatial techniques are good for monitoring
d~forestatlon, climate change Impacts, afforestation programmes, stock /
Yield assessment and carbon. evaluation. In the area of forestry resources
mana~ement are the. design and monitoring of plots, operators'
compll~nce to regulation as well as the businesses of production,
marketing and supply/value chains.

Geo-spatial techniques are also useful for vulnerability assessment and
~anagement of e~osystem .hazards, ecosystem damages resulting from
~mpac~sof b.ush fire, pest~ Infestation and natural resources exploration
Includln~ .solld minerals, 011 and gas. Palaeobotanists now study chemical
composition of gasses extracted from ice and wetland cores to construct
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A16 Disasters/Hazards Risks and Humanitarian Services
Even though cases of large-scale natural disasters are few in Nigeria,
\dcanicdisasters such as earthquakes, volcanoes and landslides are
few in Nigeria, cases of technological and human-induced categories are
persistent ranging from accidents of all known modes of transportation,
explosion of oil and gas exploration facilities, buildings collapse, industrial
accidents, fire outbreaks, ethno-religious and communal clashes.
Incidences of some natural extreme events such as floods, erosion,
submergence, disease outbreaks and tremors are also increasing .

Disasters are triggered spatially and often associated with development. The
key aspects of 'geo-spatial techniques application in pre-disasters
preparedness and management are modelling and forecasting potentials
for, mapping level of risks and exposure of locations and regions,
evaluating boundaries of risks and degree of vulnerability as well as
establishing areas and population groups at risks for requisite
management decisions. Spatial-based applications are becoming
fundamental in plotting and predicting weather conditions and hazards of
floods, droughts, hurricanes, and unusually high or low temperatures.

During disasters, the techniques are used for executing humanitarian
services and logistics, establishing emergency points and response
facilities, determining areas for evacuation, defining the routes of access
and communicating disaster information within and between organizations
and the general public on internet, extranet and intranet. For post-disaster
periods, geo-spatial technology assists in are assessment of causes and
damages at respective locations, and for designing and implementing
resettlement and recovery programmes. The techniques are in use for
estimating magnitude and severity of impacts and valuation of disaster
elements for the insurance industry because they are· predominantly

patial-dependent.

A17 Population Census
Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir. Nigeria has never achieved reliable and

cceptable population figures for its administrative units officially due to
Insufficient attention to geo-spatial techniques for the planning and
Implementation of censuses activities at desirable disaggregation levels of
households and enumeration I supervisory areas and community. Yet, the

ppropriateness for the country have been demonstrated by Adeniyi
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(1987) for FESTAC Town, Olorunfemi (1984, 2007) for lIorin, Eze (2009)
for Enugu and Ukor, Okeke, Alaga and Rakiat (2016) for lie Ife. Aiyedun
and Olusaga (2012) experimented the techniques for dog census in lIorin
and O\IIojeghuo (2015) for primate wildlife population in Calabar.

Appendix 2: Names of the Departments of Geo.grap~y and
their Domiciles in some renowned Universities

The specific areas of suitability identified for census activities include
demarcation of enumeration and supervisory areas, field components of
logistics planning and assigment of tasks, and the actual field enumeration
and trail supervision for completeness monitoring. The supports for post-
enumeration activities are records processing including collation,
geocoding and networking of field records, geo-statistical analysis,
visualization in varied cartographic formats and dissemination of results.
It is used for creating databases on address matching and geo-refencing,
web deployment, records maintenance, storage and revision of population
records. Both census and off-census exercises of vital statistics
registration are spatial and the challenges of accuracy, credibility,
completeness and integrity can hardly be resolved with openness outside
the geo-spatial technology domain.

University Name of DeDariment Domiciliation
University of New Dept. of Geography & School of GeographyEnqland Environmental Science

Dept. of Geography & School of Resource
.!!! Australian National Management &ro University Human Ecology Environmental Science.!:;
en

Dept. of Geography &::J
Monash University Faculty of Arts4:

Environmental Science
University of Dept. of Geography & Faculty of ScienceTasmania Environmental Studies

University of Dept. of Geography,
Faculty of Natural andGeoinformatics & Agricultural SciencesPretoria Meteorology

University of South Dept. of Geography School of EnvironmentalC\l
Scienceso Africa

~ University of the Dept. of Geography & Faculty of Artss: Western Cane Environmental Maat.:5
School of Geography,0

(f) University of the Dept. of Geography Archaeology andWitwatersrand Environmental Studies
Waiter Sisulu Dept. of Geography School of Science, and
Universitv Engineering

E University of St. Dept. of Geography & School of Geography
0

Andrews Geosciences and Geosciences"0
Cl

University of Dept. of Geography &c
School of Geosciences~ Aberdeen Environment"0

Dept. of Geographical & Faculty of Physical2 University of:fi Glasqow Earth Sciences Sciences
University of Dept. of Geography Faculty of Arts and
Toronto SciencesC\l

"0 Wilfred Laurier Dept. of Geography & Faculty of ArtsC\l
c University Environmental StudiesC\lo

Dept. of Geography Faculty ofCarleton University Environmental Studies
University of Dept. of Geography & College of Arts and
Wvomina Recreation Sciences

San Francisco Dept. of Geography & College of Behavioral
State University Human Environmental ScienceStudies

~ University of Texas Dept. of Geography & the College of Liberal Arts::l I (Austin) Environment
Western Kentucky Dept. of Geography & College of Science and
University Geoloov Engineering
Northern Arizona Dept. of Geography & Faculty of Geography,
Universitv Public Plannina Planning & Recreation

A18 Election and Electoral Matters
Geo-spatial techniques is applied to a multitude of spatial management
activities which are required for election planning, logistics, registration,
results and processes. The technology is a key tool for redistricting which
is the delimitation of boundaries and redistribution of electoral units. It is
ideal for optimal location of sites electoral materials and results collation,
determining the number, locating and geo-coding registration/polling units
objectively based on the number of voters to be assigned, determining
accessibility by voters to polling station, correcting errors in demarcation
and production of geo-coded and geo-referenced stations digitally for
election logistics and management. It is utilized for planning logistiCSand
monitoring effectiveness of political mobilization and information,
distribution of voting materials, personnel and security apparatus for
electorate registration as well as for returning results of voting.

Geo-spatial technology aid politicians in their database management
system for monitoring registration, election performances in terms of
voting numbers and patterns as well as effectiveness of party activities.
One of the post-election uses was to create electoral atlas that includes
demographic analyses of elections results. Web-enabled spatial data are
utilized for analysis and disseminations of results, predictions regarding
the likely political impacts of electoral decisions, performances by parties
and candidates, areas with impediments and the factors. Satellite systems
mounted on vehicles and at collation centers to record and transmit video
information of all events during election periods are for identifying culprits
of election malpractices.
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University Name of DeDartment Domiciliation
Eastern Michigan Dept. of Geography & Faculty of Geology and

funiversitv Geoloav Earth Sciences
University of Dept. of Geography & School of Arts and
Louisvilie Geosciences Sciences
John Hopkins Dept. of Geography & School of EngineeringUniversity Environmental Engineering
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